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List	
  of	
  Characters	
  
	
  
	
  

THE OWNER
IPHIGENEIA
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK
THE CROWD
(The following to be pulled from THE CROWD and when not needed make up the body of THE CROWD)

THE BUM
THE COFFEMAKERS
THE COUNTERMEN
THE AUTHORITIES
TWO TEENAGERS
TWO RICH WOMEN
THE HERO/HARBINGER
THE WOMAN WITH THE BLINDFOLD
THE POET
THE NOT SO LITTLE GIRL WITH WORDS ONLY IN HER HEAD
THE SECRET ARTIST
THE HOMOSEXUAL
THE ANGRY GIRL
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL
THE PREIST
THE PSYCHIATRIST
BOY
GIRL
THE CLOWN
THE PRINCESS
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR
THE SCIENTIST
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“A customer is the most important visitor on our premises, he is not dependent on us. We are
dependent on him. He is not an interruption in our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an
outsider in our business. He is part of it. We are not doing him a favor by serving him. He is
doing us a favor by giving us an opportunity to do so.”
-Mahatma Gandhi	
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SCENE	
  I	
  (Video	
  meliora	
  proboque	
  deteriora	
  sequor)	
  	
  
The	
  world	
  presented	
  feels	
  as	
  if	
  it	
  was	
  once	
  created	
  of	
  a	
  strong	
  foundation,	
  and	
  magnificent	
  form,	
  but	
  has	
  
since	
  been	
  ripped	
  apart	
  and	
  destroyed	
  by	
  years	
  of	
  neglect	
  and	
  abuse.	
  	
  	
  
The	
  setting	
  is	
  fluorescent,	
  oozing	
  commerce	
  and	
  its	
  byproduct,	
  waste.	
  	
  An	
  artificial	
  coffee	
  shop	
  is	
  nestled	
  
into	
  a	
  corner	
  of	
  the	
  stage;	
  inscribed	
  into	
  the	
  countertop	
  are	
  the	
  words	
  “caveat	
  emptor”.	
  	
  	
  
Scenes	
  should	
  flow	
  smoothly	
  without	
  blackouts.	
  	
  Just	
  as	
  noise	
  and	
  movement	
  should	
  be	
  somewhat	
  
discordant	
  and	
  executed	
  almost	
  constantly	
  to	
  make	
  silence	
  and	
  stillness	
  more	
  resounding,	
  so	
  too,	
  should	
  
light	
  be	
  dissident	
  and	
  used	
  almost	
  entirely	
  throughout	
  in	
  order	
  to	
  make	
  darkness	
  more	
  emphatic.	
  	
  	
  	
  
Please	
  note	
  that	
  THE	
  HERO	
  and	
  THE	
  HARBINGER	
  are	
  transcribed	
  as	
  two	
  separate	
  entities,	
  yet	
  they	
  are	
  
played	
  by	
  the	
  same	
  person;	
  his	
  essence	
  lies	
  in	
  the	
  duality	
  of	
  his	
  nature.	
  	
  So	
  too	
  are	
  THE	
  COFFEEMAKERS	
  
and	
  THE	
  AUTHORITIES	
  played	
  by	
  the	
  same	
  group	
  of	
  people,	
  though	
  their	
  duality	
  is	
  somewhat	
  
questionable.	
  	
  	
  	
  
	
  
A	
  faceless	
  crowd	
  passes	
  shadowed,	
  between	
  the	
  setting	
  and	
  the	
  audience.	
  	
  
A	
  man	
  sits	
  alone:	
  THE	
  BUM,	
  in	
  a	
  corner,	
  quietly	
  playing	
  an	
  instrument.	
  	
  Sweetly,	
  and	
  softly,	
  he	
  provides	
  a	
  
contrasting	
  background	
  to	
  the	
  clamor	
  of	
  his	
  world.	
  	
  At	
  his	
  feet,	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  bucket	
  inscribed	
  with	
  the	
  words	
  
“Homeless	
  	
  Hungrey”.	
  
A	
  woman,	
  THE	
  POET,	
  constantly	
  moves	
  across	
  an	
  upper	
  plane,	
  writing	
  words	
  and	
  phrases	
  on	
  a	
  giant	
  
black	
  wall,	
  including	
  the	
  name	
  of	
  each	
  character	
  as	
  they	
  speak	
  and	
  the	
  Latin	
  titles	
  of	
  each	
  scene.	
  
TWO	
  RICH	
  WOMEN,	
  gaudy	
  and	
  overdressed	
  are	
  laughing	
  loudly	
  amongst	
  themselves	
  with	
  a	
  barrage	
  of	
  
beverages	
  and	
  food	
  spread	
  out	
  before	
  them	
  on	
  the	
  table.	
  	
  TWO	
  TEENAGERS	
  pass	
  through	
  to	
  the	
  outskirts	
  
of	
  the	
  crowd,	
  carrying	
  on	
  in	
  the	
  muffled	
  language	
  of	
  youth.	
  	
  	
  They	
  each	
  order,	
  then	
  sit	
  on	
  the	
  edge	
  of	
  the	
  
circular	
  platform	
  that	
  is	
  the	
  state	
  line	
  of	
  The	
  Corporation,	
  continuing	
  their	
  afternoon	
  life.	
  
A	
  GIRL	
  DRESSED	
  IN	
  RED	
  AND	
  BLACK	
  is	
  looking	
  down	
  upon	
  this	
  world	
  from	
  her	
  place	
  in	
  the	
  heavens.	
  	
  	
  
Finally	
  an	
  outsider,	
  IPHIGENEIA,	
  	
  	
  steps	
  out	
  from	
  the	
  counter,	
  washes	
  something	
  absurd	
  and	
  mutters	
  to	
  
herself	
  these	
  first	
  audible	
  and	
  intelligible	
  lines	
  of	
  the	
  play:	
  

IPHIGENEIA: What am I doing here?
THE CROWD: 7 people, suddenly step out and repeat: What am I doing here? They are
immediately absorbed back into the crowd. A woman with a blindfold steps out from the crowd
and rings a bell.
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THE OWNER: enters, loud and boisterous, perhaps a large puppet, self absorbed, and
speaking to himself in a dialect not unfamiliar Big meeting today. BIG meetin today. That’s for
sure. I hope everybody’s ready for the big meetin today. It’s gonna be a good one, that’s for
damn sure. It better be a good one.
IPHIGENEIA: to herself? I have lived life now for years. I speak another language, I can play
an instrument. I have read books by Plato and Faulkner, I have seen plays by Sophocles and
Shakespeare. I have written papers on twentieth century European painters and globalization’s
effect on the market economy. I have been learning most of my life. And yet, here I am. And
lucky to be here. Perhaps. Perhaps, I am lucky to be here. Perhaps I am simply ill-fated.
From the crowd, emerges THE HERO ANDTHE HARBINGER. Everyone and everything stops
suddenly as he speaks.
THE HERO: I am a hero. Rather THE HERO. Yet, maybe the world has no need for hero’s
these days. Maybe I am THE HARBINGER; foretelling what is to be told. There is no escaping
after all. Everything is already planned out and nothing you can do can change any of it. No no
no. That’s not the case at all. Is it? You can change. This. You. Everything. Or maybe you
can’t. Nothing will ever change. What you see. All this. Is vitrified. Encased in glass like a
snow globe. It is cheap. And artificial. Begging to be destroyed and broken open. Will it?
Will you? I am one half hero, one half harbinger. What you do with me will decide.
TWO TEENAGERS:
1) Dude, you know more wives beat their husbands with snow globes every year, than anything
else.
2) That’s bullshit.
1) It’s true man. If you don’t believe me you can just look it up on the internet.
2) Like that proves anything.
1) I’m serious man, snow globes are deadly. You get a pissed off girlfriend, or worse a pissed
off wife. She throws that at you, or cracks it over your head….
2) Yeah, alright. That’d hurt. For sure.
1) Damn right.
2) Yeah, but you know if you think about it. You’d have to do something pretty bad.
1) What?
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2) Well, chicks dig snow globes, right? If they’re gonna bust one over your head, you must’ve
done something pretty fucking wrong.
1) Yeah. Alright.
THE HERO is gone, the elevator has elevated, and IPHIGENEIA is ready to check on the TWO
RICH WOMEN.
IPHIGENEIA: How are you doing? Right now. Are there any concerns or questions you may
have?
TWO RICH WOMEN:
1) Absorbed in their own world No. No. no. Your tits look great!
2) Darling, thank you. You’re too kind.
1) No you are
2) No you.
1) Well, maybe.
2) What were you saing?
IPHIGENIA: I asked if there was anything I could do.
1) Not you
2) No, not you.
1) I was saying I’m afraid I’ll have to get them done again though, unless I can see the doctor,
about, well...
2)We’ll let you know if we need something
IPHIGENIA: Of course you will.
2) There are quite a bit of those people around don’t you think?
1) Yes, those.
IPHIGENEIA: Well. They do have a right to be here. If they order something.
1) Yes. Yes. Of Course. But, couldn’t you place them,
2) Somewhere else?
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1) Yes. Somewhere, else
2) Less, intrusive.
1) Yes. Just out of sight.
2) They’re simply, ruining a grand day.
1) God, I can’t remember when the last time, it was, I was up so early.
2) And drinking coffee no less.
1) I know.
2) Not a proper drink in this place.
1) See if you can do something about that will you?
IPHIGENEIA: Well. Ma’am. I apologize. But. As you know. The Rules. The Rules state,
that everyone who pays has a right to stay.
1) Oh, for God’s sake. My uncle’s friend is on the board. He knows THE OWNER.
2) He knows THE OWNER really?
1) Well, I mean he’s met the man. He has a picture of them shaking hands.
IPHIGENEIA: I will see what I can do ma’am.
1) Yes, see that you do.
From the crowd emerges THE COFFEEMAKERS: 3 men in uniform. They step behind the
counter and produce various electronic parts, and liquids. They each fall into their own familiar
role, and work as robots on an assembly line. Very slowly. Apparently they’re making coffee.
Apparently.
THE POET: speaks from her elevated place, pieces of paper spread out around her
everywhere. She is almost spastic in her passion.
I use to collect buttons.
Now I collect bullshit.
I remember I use to count my buttons,
And be envious of other people’s buttons.
I guess the same goes for the bullshit.
That’s the thing about growing up.
Everything’s different.
Everything’s the same.
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This goes ignored by all as IPHIGENEIA walks toward THE BUM, to try to speak with him.
IPHIGENEIA: You know you spelled Hungrey incorrectly. It is not Hungrey. It is Hungry. HU-N-G-R-Y.
THE BUM: You got any money?
IPHIGENEIA. No. No, I do not have any money. With student loans, and car loans, and all
my other loans. I work, here. And I pay loans. I do not have any money.
THE BUM: Then leave me the fuck alone. You’re wasting my time. Almost to himself.
Besides, what the fuck do you know about Hungry.
IPHIGENEIA: I do know hungry. Whether you believe it or not. I know. I am supposed to
remove you. The Rules. The Rules state that you are not permitted be here.
THE BUM: Why can’t you just leave me alone? Why can’t any of you just leave me the hell
alone? You know Hungry. My ass you know hungry. You may know how to spell it, and you
may think you know what the hell it’s like. But you don’t have a clue. Besides, I know how to
spell.
IPHIGENEIA: Well, if you know how to spell the word correctly why would you…
THE BUM: People feel sorry for you. They feel sorry, and they’re more likely to pry a coin or
two from their purse. You see that girl? That girl up there in red and black? She’s got this shit
figured out. Just stay up there, way the hell away from everyone else. She gets to be left alone,
and not have to worry about this shit, or you, fucking people.
IPHIGENEIA: Well, why burden yourself with us then? Why not go. And be content.
THE BUM: You wanna know why? Really?
IPHIGENEIA: That is what I asked.
THE BUM: Spits. I can’t stand to turn my back on all this, shit. To just think that all this is just
a joke, or some kind of sick dream.
IPHIGENEIA: Just please try not to draw attention to yourself.
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THE NOT SO LITTLE GIRL WITH WORDS ONLY IN HER HEAD:
I woke up this morning. I looked in the mirror. I didn’t recognize the person looking back at
me. Whenever I look into mirrors I never know that little person looking back at me, but this
one was different from the one I’ve grown used to looking at, and have look back at me. I don’t
know where she came from. Or where I went.. If I was ever really there at all… If I’m really
here now….
I had a sunburn. It covered my whole body. My whole little unfamiliar body was enclosed in
this merlot shell. It blistered open, and I peeled it off little by little by little. Like when I was
young and peeled glue off my little fingers. It hurt. It burned, and it itched, and, it, hurt. Not a
little. A lot.
While I was peeling, I had these little blotches all over my little body and I could feel myself
changing... So I kept picking and peeling and picking and peeling until it all came off little by
little by little. And I shed my skin… I looked in the mirror. And I didn’t recognize that person
looking back at me. She wasn’t little.
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SCENE	
  II	
  (Timendi	
  causa	
  est	
  nescire)	
  
The blindfolded woman rings her bell. THE OWNER promenades in and motions to
IPHIGENEIA.
THE OWNER: Ok, ok, now, darlin. We gotta, we got one o them big meetin’s today. Now, be
a doll, and go and tell all the little worker bees, that we got ourselves one of them big meetin’s
and it’s gonna start in 60 minutes. That’s a hour now sugar. So you go along and tell all a them
that they should be looking forward to it. And you should too. In a hour, alright sweetcakes?
<!-‐-‐-‐Note:	
  I	
  have	
  no	
  idea	
  how	
  this	
  times	
  out.	
  	
  However	
  long	
  it	
  takes	
  to	
  get	
  to	
  the	
  meeting	
  in	
  scene	
  10,	
  
should	
  be	
  substituted	
  for	
  THE	
  OWNER’s	
  60	
  minute	
  time	
  line	
  to	
  offer	
  a	
  semblance	
  of	
  real	
  time-‐-‐-‐>	
  	
  	
  	
  

IPHIGENEIA: Yes sir.
THE POET:
I can hear the ticking of you
counting beads into the millions
by way of one-two-three’s.
Watermelon has six to eight syllables
beneath your tongue.
Nights you’d climb into my bed,
I’d wake to your breath against my face,
slightly terrified.
Of you.
Of what’s inside.
Too many things unspoken
I wish I could crawl deep inside of you and look out,
I wish I could be a better person.
I wish I had a cure.
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THE HOMOSEXUAL comes up to the counter and thinks about what to order.
COUNTERMAN1: Are you ready to order sir?
HOMOSEXUAL: Umm, no not yet. Sorry.
COUNTERMAN1: Are you ready to order Now, sir?
HOMOSEXUAL: umm, ok, yes I think so.
COUNTERMAN1: Is this your first time here sir?
HOMOSEXUAL: Um, yes. Yes it is. I’ve always passed by, and thought I’d step in and try it
out.
COUNTERMAN1: Excuse me sir, but before you begin, I must ask you some questions to
make sure you qualify to be served by us, and comply with The Rules.
HOMOSEXUAL: Um, ok, ok, I guess.
COUNTERMAN1: Very good sir. First, sir, do you believe in humanity, God, our great, Great
Corporation protected by and overlooked by the good lord Jesus (1) Christ Amen, Which
through whose benevolence The Corporation found its roots here and is governed by and run by
its people, who created The Rules for and by its people. Furthermore, do you swear to abide by
The Rules, all The Rules, and nothing but the rules, in so much as you comply with them to the
fullest extent? How do you want to plead there. Sir?
THE CROWD: (1) in manner of gospel chorus JESUS!.... Amen! The Rules! The Rules!
Plead, Plead Plead!
HOMOSEXUAL: Um, well, I guess. I don’t really understand. What does this have to do with
my coffee?
COUNTERMAN1: You might as well swear him in.
THE CROWD: Do you swear to tell the truth, unless it condemns you or someone else who
may be a paying customer or hold stock in The Corporation, so help you through the good lord
Jesus Christ the only son of the father who watches over this great Corporation and whose
merciful and benevolent hand has led man to establish The Rules. God be praised!.... AMEN!
HOMOSEXUAL: Um, I mean, I guess so. I’m really not sure why all this is necessary exactly.
I mean you’re just running water over beans and then handing me a cup, right?
2 more countermen appear and stand at attention beside the first
COUNTERMAN2: Sir, we’ll get to that.
COUNTERMAN1: We’ll get to it sir, just you wait.
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COUNTERMAN2: Can I see your credit card, sir?
HOMOSEXUAL: Um, yeah. You’re not going to charge it are you?
COUNTERMAN3: No, no sir. Just give him a second,
COUNTERMAN1: I just need to look some things up,
COUNTERMAN3: He just needs to verify a few things here, sir.
COUNTERMAN2: We just need to make sure you qualify before receiving any service, sir.
COUNTERMAN1: Ah, here.
COUNTERMAN2: Yes, that, there.
COUNTERMAN3: That is interesting isn’t it?
COUNTERMAN1: Sir did you or did you not purchase and then proceed to travel on a plane
bound for Paris France from this great city, with a stop off in our nation’s culture capital, where
the bomb was dropped.
THE CROWD: The Bomb! The Bomb!
HOMOSEXUAL: I honestly don’t know anything about dropping bombs or anything like that.
COUNTERMAN2: Of course not sir.
COUNTERMAN3: Sir, he’s simply asking if you traveled to Paris.
HOMOSEXUAL: Oh, well in that case. Yes, Yes, I traveled to Paris, France. Is that against
The Rules? Are you going to deny me service for traveling to Paris?
COUNTERMAN1: Ha, that’s funny. He thinks it’s against the rules to go to France.
COUNTERMAN2: Yeah, ha, that is funny.
COUNTERMAN1: France is one of our strongest allies, sir.
COUNTERMAN3: No. No, sir. It is not against The Rules to go to France. But sir, after
landing in Paris, France,
COUNTERMAN2: Who is our ally.
COUNTERMAN3: Did you then proceed to walk around the city of Paris?
THE CROWD: ALLIES!
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HOMOSEXUAL: Yes, Yes. I walked around. I walked all over the streets of Paris. What the
hell is the matter with that, and what the hell does this have to do with me getting a cup of
coffee!?
COUNTERMAN1: Now settle down sir.
THE OWNER: Damn, that boy’s wound up tighter than a girdle on a Baptist minister.
THE CROWD: GIRDLE!
HOMOSEXUAL: Alright, that’s it. Can I have my card back? I’ll just go home and make my
own coffee. I just thought I’d stop by, try something new.
COUNTERMAN2: Now sir, just be patient. We’ll be through here in just a second.
COUNTERMAN3: So, when all this walking was occurring did you or did you not, stop to buy
a compact disc from a band named, Abba?
Silence for a second
COUNTERMAN1: Chorus!
THE CROWD: Abba.
HOMOSEXUAL: Yes. Yes. I bought an Abba CD. I may even still have the receipt. Is it a
crime to like Abba?
THE CROWD: It should be.
COUNTERMAN2: Well sir, after buying this compact disc, and roaming around Paris, did you
then proceed to board an airplane and fly back to this great city, before appearing to me here, and
now, presently in front of this, Our Glorious Corporation, sir?
THE CROWD: Amen!
HOMOSEXUAL: Yes! Yes! I did! Now please, can I have my goddamn coffee?
THE OWNER: taking an active interest There’s no need for such language boy. Now that
there, that there’s against The Rules.
COUNTERMAN1: Sir, are you now or have you ever been a muslin?
THE CROWD: Muslim!
HOMOSEXUAL:: What?! No.
THE OWNER: A Red?
THE CROWD: Communist.
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HOMOSEXUAL: No.
COUNTERMAN2: Black?
THE CROWD: African. American.
HOMOSEXUAL: What? No.
COUNTERMAN3: Jew?
THE CROWD: Of Judeooo Descentttt.
HOMOSEXUAL: No!
COUNTERMAN1: Immigrant?
THE CROWD: One who leaves some foreign land to settle permanently in another.
HOMOSEXUAL: NO
COUNTERMAN2: One of those, you know..
HOMOSEXUAL: No, I don’t know, what?
COUNTERMAN3:You know, one of those...
HOMOSEXUAL: No, I still don’t know? What could you possibly be talking about?
THE CROWD: individually Gay! Queer! Homo! Fairy! Brownie Queen! Poop Packer! Butt
Pirate! Ass Spelunker! Gym Rat! Plow Boy! Knob Gobbler! together You know, FAG!
HOMOSEXUAL: Oh. So that’s what all this is about... Yes. Yes. I am a homosexual.
THE OWNER: You see! You see!
HOMOSEXUAL: OK, so I am a homosexual. Yes. Are you going to refuse me service
because I’m gay?
The 3 countermen step back into the crowd.
THE OWNER: Well according to that there testimony you just previously gave, I see now, that
you’re knowingly admittin to travelin all over the world, in confined planes no less, while you’re
knowinly infected with a drug resistance strain of the ghey!
HOMOSEXUAL: The gay?
THE OWNER: Yeah, that’s, that’s what I said. Isn’t that what I said? You, you all heard what
I said right?
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THE CROWD: G-H-E-Y! GHEY!
THE OWNER: Right, the ghey. It’s incredibly contagious, I mean. Ha. It’s poppin up
everywhere here in this great city in God We Trust in Jesus Name I pray Amen.
THE CROWD: AMEN!
THE OWNER: Which, whose possible side effects can include such severe symptoms as child
molestation especially in the Boy Scouts, the elderly, and those seeking confirmation through the
Catholic Church.
HOMOSEXUAL: But I haven’t molested any children, or slept with any of the elderly, I
promise. And, really, seriously, all I want is a cup of coffee. What is all this?
THE OWNER: Well, that’s good and all, but you, you broke The Rules, and for that, you gotta
pay. Now, since I don’t need yer money just yet, I’m gonna send you off to go git fixed. Over at
that there ghey rehab.
HOMOSEXUAL: Gay rehab? What? What is this?
THE OWNER: Yep, Ghey Rehab. Hope Springs Community Church. Now, don’t you worry
son, in two weeks, when you’re cured. You just come on back and we’ll get you that cup of
coffee. I mean if your credit rating’s approved and all.
HOMOSEXUAL: What?
THE CROWD: surrounding him, and returning him to his place in the crowd. Pray the Ghey
Away! Pray the Ghey Away!
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SCENE	
  III	
  (Libenter	
  homines	
  id	
  quod	
  volunt	
  credunt)	
  
The 3 Countermen relax outside of the shop, amongst the garbage, smoking cigarettes and
drinking some sort of fancy coffee.
COUNTERMAN 1: So why is it exactly that you’re working here?
COUNTERMAN 2: Your family’s extremely rich, you don’t have to, why work?
COUNTERMAN 1: …To be above The Rules
THE CROWD: THE RULES! THE RULES!
ALL COUNTERMEN: To be above The Rules!
CROWD MEMBER 1: The Rules. I am so sick of The Rules.
CROWD MEMBER 2: I can’t afford to abide by The Rules.
CROWD MEMBER 3: I hate being harassed by them.
CROWD MEMBER 4: The rules are outdated, they need to be changed.
CROWD MEMBER 6: The Rules never protect me from anything.
CROWD MEMBER 5: The Rules are only enforced when they want them to be.
ALL CROWD: The Rules aren’t fair!
CROWD MEMBER 4: Why am I here?
CROWD MEMBER 5: Where am I going?
CROWD MEMBER 6: What am I doing?
CROWD MEMBER 7: What are YOU doing?
The crowd and sounds stop instantly, looking at CROWD MEMBER 7, who takes off his mask
and reveals himself as THE HERO.
GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: What does anybody ever do?
THE HERO: What are you doing? It doesn’t matter. What are you doing? None of it matters.
What are you doing?
He disappears back into THE CROWD. THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK speaks from her
place in the heavens. She sounds like no one else..
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THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Have you heard the story of Lilith? Before Eve, there was
woman. Divine Lady. Formed from earth, equal to Adam. Just as enchanted. Just as curious.
Just as worthy. Adam forced himself upon Lilith, trying to make her lie beneath him, as he tried
to worm his little way inside of her. Why would Lilith do such a thing? Lie beneath Adam,
when they were both created from the same earth?
Why should one lie down before another?
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SCENE	
  IV	
  (A	
  fronte	
  praecipitium	
  a	
  tergo	
  lupi)	
  
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL steps forth from the crowd, orders his coffee and sits
where THE TWO RICH WOMEN had sat before him, secretly eating their leftover food.
IPHIGENEIA comes to clear the table.
IPHIGENEIA: I am sorry sir, but, you cannot eat that. I have to take it away. The Rules state.
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I know. I know what The Rules state… You won’t tell
anyone?
IPHIGENEIA: No. But you should be careful. I am surprised you are allowed to sit at all.
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I was just released. Thirty years. This is my freedom pass.
The Corporation extends me one cup before. Before I struggle to try to become one of them.
IPHIGENEIA: May I ask. Why?
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Why? No. No. I’d rather you didn’t. If it’s all the same to
you. I’d rather just be left alone.
IPHIGENEIA: Of course. Turns, but then turns back. You know. We are all alone.
THE CROWD: WE ARE ALL ALONE WE ARE ALL ALONE WE ARE ALL ALONE
IPHIGENEIA: You will have plenty of time for being alone. Right now. While you are here. I
can talk. I can talk. And I can listen.
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: You know why little boys love super heroes? Or, why
grown boys love spies, and athletes and celebrities, and other famous people with incredible
accomplishments, or money or fame?
IPHIGENEIA: No sir, I do not.
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: They’re special. They’re different. They can all do things,
or have done things that most cannot(1), or have not.
On (1)
CROWD MEMBER 1: I am a cannot
CROWD MEMBER 2: I am a have not
CROWD MEMBER 3: I am an astronaut
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On end of speech
CROWD MEMBER 4: I know a guy named Bobby who swears he slept with Janis Joplin
CROWD MEMBER 5: I knew a girl who could paint people so real you’d think it was a
photograph. She went back and drew mustaches and glasses on all of them with a sharpie
CROWD MEMBER 6: I know a boy who can have any girl he wants. He likes other boys.
CROWD MEMBER 7: I met a woman who was a piano prodigy. At the age of 5 she could
play better than anyone alive. She hates the piano, and never touches it these days.
IPHIGENEIA: So what is it that makes you special? What did you do that was so special to
cause you to spend your life, away?
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Maybe there is nothing special about me.
IPHIGENEIA: I am afraid. I do not understand. Entirely. I am afraid. I do not remember
being young. Or naïve.
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: The quest for answers
THE HARBINGER: There are no answers.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: At least none to be found here.
IPHIGENEIA: I do not have an answer for you. Though I wish I did.
CROWD: An answer.
CROWD MEMBER1: What was the question?
CROWD MEMBER2: The Question doesn’t matter.
CROWD MEMBER3: The Answer doesn’t matter.
THE HARBINGER: There are no answers.
TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, don’t mind me then. I enjoy being alone. It’s
comfortable.
IPHIGENEIA: I wish…
CROWD MEMBER1: I wish
CROWD MEMBER2: I wish.
IPHIGENIA: As you wish.
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SCENE	
  V	
  (Vel	
  mihi	
  ede	
  potum	
  vel	
  mihi	
  redde	
  nummos	
  meos!)	
  
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK chews on an apple, then spits the core out, landing amongst
the garbage. A few hungry members of the crowd jump on it, fight over it, and then are absorbed
back.
THE CROWD starts to form a line around the counter as THE COFFEE MAKERS continue to
act as a conveyor belt, and each is dispersed the same cup of the same type of coffee. Everyone
seems happy with this arrangement. They take their cup, discard it, then get in line again,
forming a continuous chain, until:
ANGRY GIRL: I’d like a chai tea latte with breve milk.
COUNTERMAN1: Ma’am, Have you been here before?
ANGRY GIRL: Yes
COUNTERMAN2: Do you mind if I check that against your credit card, Ma’am?
ANGRY GIRL: No, fine. Here, take it.
COUNTERMAN3: OK ma’am, well it looks like it all checks out. You’ve been here so you
know The Rules then.
ANGRY GIRL: Yes, I know the rules. And I thought those rules were there for the customer?
All I see is you just using them when you want to tell me what to do. Now I want a Chai Tea, late and I want it with Breve Milk.
COUNTERMAN1: Well, now ma’am. Of course you are entitled to order anything you would
like, if you meet and continue to abide by The Rules of The Corporation, but wouldn’t you prefer
a Corporate Fresh Coffee Smile instead?
ANGRY GIRL: No, I think I made it very clear, what I’d like.
COUNTERMAN2: Do you hear her? Who drinks Chai Tea?
ANGRY GIRL: Look, if you don’t want to serve me, I can just go across the street and spend
my money somewhere else.
COUNTERMAN3: Well, I wouldn’t recommend that ma’am.
ANGRY GIRL: And why not exactly?
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COUNTERMAN1: Well ma’am. They don’t inspect their beans very well.
ANGRY GIRL: Excuse me?
COUNTERMAN2: No ma’am, you see. There’s a world of horror out there.
COUNTERMAN3: And they are just not prepared to handle that level of horror.

THE CROWD: chanting HORROR! HORROR! HORROR!
COUNTERMAN1: It’s the beans you see.
COUNTERMAN2: Yes, the beans.
COUNTERMAN3: You can’t be too careful these days.
ANGRY GIRL: You don’t even use beans to make tea.
COUNTERMAN1: Yes.
COUNTERMAN2: Yes.
COUNTERMAN3: That.
COUNTERMAN1: But .
COUNTERMAN2: You see.
COUNTERMAN3: It’s the principle of the thing.
ANGRY GIRL: So what you’re telling me, exactly, let me get this straight. Is that, I should just
deal with you pushing me around, because you think I’m scared of some fucking word, like
horror?
COUNTERMAN1: Ma’am, if you will.
COUNTERMAN2: It’s not the word you should be frightened of.
COUNTERMAN3: It’s what’s behind the word.
THE HARBINGER: It is upon us: An intense, painful feeling of repugnance and fear, it is upon
us, An intense painful feeling of repugnance and fear.
ANGRY GIRL: This place is so fucked up. I’m going somewhere else.
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COUNTERMAN1: Suit yourself ma’am.
COUNTERMAN2: But I can assure you,
COUNTERMAN1: Can you believe her?
COUNTERMAN2: Some people just don’t understand.
COUNTERMAN3: You know, we try to make The Corporation a safe place.
COUNTERMAN1: Some people are just too stupid.
COUNTERMAN2: Can you imagine what would happen if we just let anybody off the streets,
come in here, and order whatever they want?
COUNTERMAN3: No one would follow The Rules
COUNTERMAN1: They would take up all the seats
COUNTERMAN2: It would be chaos
COUNTERMAN3: It would be anarchy
COUNTERMAN1: It would be a world full of Chai Tea Latte’s.
COUNTERMAN2: Luckily, through this coffee,
COUNTERMAN3: and The Rules,
COUNTERMAN1: The Corporation can ensure
COUNTERMAN2: Social Equality.
COUNTERMAN3: Amen
THE CROWD: AMEN!
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THE POET:
Wash the dishes.
Wipe the counters.
Scrub the spots.
Trashcan full.
Baby needs changing. Baby needs food. Baby needs mommy.
Daddy needs changing. Daddy needs food. Daddy needs mommy.
Mommy needs mommy.
Sneak off to the medicine cabinet.
Don’t open it. Just stare at it from the toilet.
Stay there for a minute longer.
Wipe.
Flush.
Wash.
Wipe.
Hold your breath. Go back out…

There’s a dirty glass forgotten. Think about breaking it. Sit on the couch instead.
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SCENE	
  VI	
  (Nihil	
  est	
  incertius	
  volgo)	
  
THE PSYCHIATRIST appears from THE CROWD, orders, then looks for a place to sit. Seeing
the only available seat next to THE SECRET ARTIST he motions for approval to sit, which he
receives and does. He pulls out a laptop, and begins to type.
THE SECRET ARTIST: What, what are, are you working on. If, if you don’t mind me asking.
THE PSYCHIATRIST: No, no, not at all. I am simply trying to come up with the solutions to
all the problems of the world. And you? If you don’t mind me asking? What are you working
on?
THE SECRET ARTIST: Oh, Me? I’m, uh, I’m just coming up with the, all the problems of the
world.
THE PSYCHIATRIST: amused. I see. Well, aren’t we a star crossed match then. Why would
one try to look for problems in the world? If you don’t mind me asking of course.
THE SECRET ARTIST: Um, well, see, there’s this guy, um, this guy who lived a long time
ago. He’s, he’s dead now. Check, Chekhov. He, um, well, see, he said this one time, he said
something like, well I don’t remember exactly, well you know, I don’t really exactly remember
how it goes..
THE PSYCHIATRIST: Yes, I know who Chekhov is, it’s ok. Go on.
THE SECRET ARTIST: Well, well, he said, he said once, that well, well, it wasn’t necessary
for art to solve problems, but only to um, well, sort of present them.
THE PSYCHIATRIST: Yes, I see. I’ve heard this before. “You are right in demanding that
an artist approach his work consciously, but you are confusing two concepts: the solution of a
problem and the correct formulation of a problem. Only the second is required of the artist.”
THE SECRET ARTIST: yes, yes, that’s, that’s the one.
THE PSYCHIATRIST: And this is an edict you live by?
THE SECRET ARTIST: Um, no, well no I mean, it’s just sort of, well, sort of an idea. I, I,
think it’s. It’s interesting, don’t you, you think?
THE BUM: Nobody ever thinks.
THE ANGRY GIRL: Not here anyway
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THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Somewhere. Else.
The girl with the blindfold rings her bell
THE OWNER: There’s no need for all that.
COFFEEMAKER1: We take care of the thinking
COFFEEMAKER2: So you don’t have to
COFFEEMAKER3: Have a great day.
COFFEEMAKER1: Come back soon.
COFFEEMAKER2: You know they will.
COFFEEMAKER3: They don’t have much of a choice.
THE HERO and THE OWNER: Not if I can help it.
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SCENE	
  VII	
  (Cogenda	
  mens	
  est	
  ut	
  incipiat)	
  
The woman with the blindfold steps out and rings her bell.
THE OWNER: Hey, Darlin. Did you assemble the troops fer me? I mean, you told em about
that big meetin we got today, and they’re gung ho and ready to go, right sweetheart?
IPHIGENEIA: Yes sir. Everyone is well aware that you would like to meet with all of us.
THE OWNER: And they’re excited? Right honey?
IPHIGENEIA: Yes sir. We are all very excited to hear what you have to say.
THE OWNER: Alright, well, good then. I can’t wait neither. And neither should you, little
lady. You should be excited about this meetin. Are you excited?
IPHIGENEIA: Yes sir. I am very excited.
a BOY and a GIRL converse together at a table in the coffee shop.
BOY: What are you doing?
GIRL: I’m writing down this saying on the side of the coffee cup. What?
BOY: Nothing. That’s just kinda weird.
GIRL: You’re the one who writes down people’s last words. I’m just writing down funny
quotes I’ve found on coffee cups. Who’s really the weird one here?
BOY: Last words are cool. They have a lot of. Significance, to them. That’s like the last thing
you’ll ever say. It’s sort of an accumulation of your life’s work.
GIRL: Whatever, that’s still weird. Totes.
BOY: What?
GIRL: Totes. It’s this new expression I’m trying out. It means totally. You should start using it.
BOY: That’s terrible.
GIRL: Come on, do this for me.
BOY: I will never say totes. Ever.
GIRL: For me?
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BOY: Seriously? Never going to happen. Sorry.
GIRL: I need to know you’ll do this for me.
BOY: Oh my god. Alright, if it’s gonna avoid a fight, then fine. I’ll try to start saying totes.
God. That sounds so lame.
GIRL: You’re lame.
BOY: No. you know what’s lame? Coffee cup slogans, that’s lame. Some guy probably spent
like ten minutes coming up with em. At least my last words took a lifetime.
GIRL: Lifetime my ass. When someone’s dying, don’t you think they concentrate on the dying
part, and less on the I gotta spew out my last words to cement my place in history, part?
BOY: Well, alright, maybe. Sometimes. I mean Oscar Wilde said: “My wallpaper and I are
fighting a duel to the death. One or the other of us has to go”. That may not be brilliant, but it’s
still pretty funny. And it’s a pretty good representation of him, I think.
GIRL: Right. Well my coffee cup says: “A morning without coffee is just called sleep”. That’s
pretty funny, and a good representation of coffee I think.
BOY: Alright. Fine. How about this? How about, you shut your book, and we have a contest to
see who can come up with the most lines….my dead guys, or your coffee cups. No cheating and
looking over at other people’s cups.
GIRL: Ok, fine. What does the winner get?
BOY: Well, if you win, I’ll rub your back for what? Like half an hour.
GIRL: OK, and you?
BOY: Oh me? What, you think I might win?
GIRL: No, but I should know the consequences, if for some unknown reason, I might actually
lose.
BOY: Alright, well if I win, I get the sex.
GIRL: Oh god.
BOY: No seriously. How long has it been now?
GIRL: I don’t know. Do we really need to talk about this? Here? Now?
BOY: Yeah. we’ve been dating for how long now? When was the last time, we actually did it?
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GIRL: I don’t know ok? And I really wish you’d stop bugging me about it. I don’t like talking
about it.
BOY: You don’t like doing it either.
GIRL: I said drop it.
BOY: What’s the deal? You don’t find me attractive anymore? Is that it?
GIRL: No. God. We’ve been over this a hundred times.
BOY: Yeah, and still we’ve gone another three months with nothing. I’ve turned into a sex
camel.
GIRL:A sex camel?
BOY: Yeah, I have to store up as much as I can get, as infrequently as I get it.
GIRL: Oh my god. Look, I work a lot. You work a lot. There’s never any time, and I’m always
so tired. And worn out. I just have to be in the mood. And lately. Well. It’s been hard to be in
the mood, when I’m worried about all this other stuff that’s going on in the world.
BOY: Alright fine.
GIRL: What? So you’re pissed now?
BOY: No. No. Not at all.
GIRL: Oh my god! Fine. Whoever comes up with the best line, wins.
BOY: Great!
GIRL: You don’t even care if I’m not in the mood?
BOY: Honestly, not really.
GIRL: You’re such a bastard.
BOY: Totes.
GIRL: OK. Fine. “If it don’t have caffeine, it ain’t coffee”
BOY: La-mé. “Don’t worry, it’s not loaded”. Terry Kath.
GIRL: “You know what separates man from beast? Coffee”
BOY: “Go away. I’m alright”. H.G. Wells.
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GIRL: That’s not an accumulation. “With enough coffee, one could rule the world”
BOY: Hmmm. Ok. Humphrey Bogart. “I should never have switched from scotch to martinis”
GIRL: “Drink your coffee so you won’t be latte”
BOY: Gag me. “Goodnight my darlings, I’ll see you tomorrow”. Noel Coward.
GIRL: “If it’s not a corporate cup of coffee smile, it’s a frown”.
BOY: Stellar quote there. Really. Totes stellar.
GIRL: Ah, you said totes. You love me.
BOY: I do.
GIRL: Alright, now put out. What do you got? Quote wise?
BOY: Oh. Um. “Drink to me”, Picasso.
GIRL: “Espresso Yourself”. This morning’s cup.
BOY: Oh, man. Um. I’m really running out here.
GIRL: You sure? Cause I could still go all night if you wanted?
BOY: Yeah, that’d be a first.
GIRL: Shut up. You know what I meant. So you gotta dead guy quote or what?
BOY: Oh yeah. I do actually. "Go on, get out - last words are for fools who haven't said
enough.", Karl Marx.
GIRL: I couldn’t agree more. “Coffee makes the world go around. Everything else just lives
here”.

BOY: Ohh. I dunno. “Help me I’m drowning?”
GIRL: Who said that?
BOY: I dunno. Some famous girl who drowned?
GIRL: Serisously? Seriously? You gotta be kidding me.
BOY: Alright. Fine. I’m out. You win.
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GIRL: Those are the last words I love to hear.
BOY: So I pay up when we get home?
GIRL: Absolutely. But first you pay our tab here. After I’m done. I gotta go get some more, so
I can write a few more quotes down.
BOY: Wait. What? This is like 20 bucks for two cups of coffee. And you’re going back for
more???
GIRL: Totes.

THE SMOKEY DRUNK: Anythingcanbe anashtray! Anemptybottle, a fishtank,
avaseofflowers, acupofcoffee. Theworldismy ashtray. Anything canbeanashtray. Even You.
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SCENE	
  VIII	
  (Qvi	
  docent	
  discit)	
  
From her place in the heavens
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: That place between your nose and your
mouth. That little indentation. It is called The Philtrum. The Greeks thought it was the most
erogenous place on your body. There’s another story. The story of an angel, who, while you are
waiting to be born, comes down to you, and whispers all of the knowledge of the world into your
ear. After you have learned all there is to know, she then presses her finger against your lips,
saying Shhh. Trapping all the understanding of the world inside of you, and leaving that
indentation, Your Philtrum. Your job, is to spend the rest of your life, relearning all that you
already know deep within yourself.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL enters the shop again, orders, and sits staring into his
cup.
IPHIGENEIA: You have come back for more?
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTURAL: That is how it appears isn’t it?
IPHIGENEIA: Good. It is nice to have. Well… I am glad to see you again.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: It’s my pleasure.
IPHIGENEIA: You seem to stare. Quite intently at your coffee.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I. I’m sorry. I don’t mean to stare. I am just an old
feeble man, lost in the history of his drink. It encompasses man’s pursuit of wealth and power,
politics, and religion. Fascinating. Do you know? Anything about..
IPHIGENEIA: I cannot. Say, that I do. No.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Would you care to sit, and listen to an old man prattle
on about his drink?
IPHIGENEIA: I cannot. I am sorry.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, that’s fine. That’s fine then. There’s no need to
worry about offending me.
IPHIGENEIA: No. It is not, that. It is. Well, The Rules. The Rules state that I am not
permitted…
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Of course. Perhaps another time then.
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IPHIGENEIA: I could stand. I could stand and listen to an old man prattle on about his coffee.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, as long as you’re sure I’m not keeping you from
a more imperative task of some sort?
IPHIGENEIA: No. Not at all. I was preparing for a meeting. But. Now, I am prepared.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, it is said the shrubs that bear the fruit of coffee
had grown next to the Red Sea quite long ago. The first to recognize the fruit was an old monk
who gathered some of the berries and took them back to his monastery. He made a sort of bitter
tea from the fruit, and served it to his fellow monks. Upon drinking it, they were surprised and
delighted by their new found rejuvenation. They were able to pray all night
IPHIGENEIA: Smiling That is actually. Somewhat interesting.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Somewhat interesting. You sound surprised.
IPHIGENEIA: No. It is just. It is just. That. I have always stared at this, and never paid much
thought to the.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: The fascinating history?
IPHIGENEIA: Yes. The fascinating history.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, would you care to hear more then?
IPHIGENEIA: Only if you would let me get you another cup.
THETIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I would appreciate that.
She does just that. But the dance has not stopped during this interlude, and is referenced now
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: What is happening out there?
IPHIGENEIA: Out there? Who knows. Something is happening. I can feel it. The
Corporation tries to maintain a semblance of order out there, but, between the two of us, I am not
sure how effective they are, since there is very little semblance of order in here. I should not
have said that. It is against The Rules.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Oh, The Rules. You will receive no reprehension of
me, concerning The Rules.
IPHIGENEIA: I appreciate that. I do. I appreciate you too. It has been a long time since.
Well. Please continue.
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THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, for a long while, Arabia held onto its coffee so
strictly that the only way the plants or fruits were allowed out of the Muslim countries was if
they were boiled or dried so as to prevent other countries from growing the plants themselves.
Then an Indian man made his sacred trek to Mecca, and secretly brought back with him one of
the plants, and spread it throughout India. He is now considered a revered saint in that country.
IPHIGENEIA: India takes their coffee very seriously then?
THETIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: All countries take their coffee very seriously. At one
time, a woman was justified in divorcing her husband if he did not provide her with an
appropriate quota of coffee each day. Today, it is second only to oil in the most traded legal
commodity in the global market place. Are you sure I’m not keeping you from more pressing
matters? You feel you are sufficiently prepared for your meeting?
IPHIGENEIA: I am. I think. I do not want to dwell on The Meeting. But, perhaps there are
other matters and customers I should attend to. Not that I want to leave you. Or your fascinating
histories.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Of course. I thank you for your time.
IPHIGENEIA: Thank you. I hope you will come back. This place needs more people like you.
Perhaps, I need someone like you.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Perhaps. Maybe we can talk of other matters next
time, unrelated to our beverage?
IPHIGENEIA: Perhaps.
THE HARBINGER: One day I was really thirsty, and I didn’t have much money. So I sold my
soul for seventy nine cents to some guys on the street. It took five of them to come up with the
change, so they had to split my pitiful soul five ways. That was years ago. I don’t remember if
it was worth it or not.
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SCENE	
  IX	
  (Ad	
  captandum	
  vulgus)	
  
Or	
  

The	
  Crowd	
  and	
  Coffeemakers	
  Song	
  and	
  Dance	
  
	
  
CROWD: Buy Buy Buy. Buy Buy Buy! Buy Buy Buy. repeat
COFFEEMAKERS: Sell Sell Sell. Sell! Sell! Sell! SELL SELL SELL!! repeat
CROWD MEMBER1: I never knew what to do with my life
CROWD MEMBER 2: I still don’t
CROWD MEMBER3: everyone needs money to live
THE BUM: Pretty soon something’s gonna fucking give!
CROWD MEMBER4: I just need to make a little more money
CROWD MEMBER5: God I need some more money
ALL CROWD: There’s never ever enough money! Money. Money. Money.
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Have you tried your coffee with a little bit of honey?
CROWD MEMBER1: I work on cars
CROWD MEMBER2: I work behind a desk
CROWD MEMBER 3: I work on the phone
CROWD MEMBER4: I work on fake breasts
CROWD MEMBER 5: I work on planes
CROWD MEMBER 6: I work on trains
CROWD MEMBER 7: I work on brains
CROWD MEMBER 8: I work on drains
ALL CROWD: We all need to work! Work. Work. Wor k.
ALL COFFEE MAKERS: Come on in and give your cash to the clerk.
CROWD MEMBER 1: I hate my job
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CROWD MEMBER 2: I hate my job
CROWD MEMBER 3: I hate my job
ALL CROWD: WE HATE OUR JOBS!
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: We don’t serve slobs.
COFFEEMAKER 2: But we dole out snobs.
COFFEMAKER1: Everybody needs coffee
COFFEEMAKER2: Everybody drinks coffee
COFFEEMAKER3: Everyone loves coffee
ALL CROWD: The place is always clean and glossy.
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Have a Corporate Cup of Coffee Smile!
COFFEMAKER1: When you pay, you can stay, for awhile.
CROWD MEMBER1: My kids don’t know what I do for a living
CROWD MEMBER2: My wife doesn’t know what I do for a living
CROWD MEMBER 3: I don’t even know what I do for a living
ALL CROWD: What good does it do, as long as you make a living
ALL COFFE MAKERS: We don’t care about your misgivings
COFFE MAKER1: Our beans are the freshest
COFFEE MAKER2: Our beans are the sweetest
COFFE MAKER 3: Our beans are the crispest
COFFE MAKER3: Our beans are the cheapest
ALL: Just don’t ask where they came from
COFFE MAKER 1: Or how the coffee’s made
ALL: There’s no place for you bum.
ALL COFFEE MAKERS: Come on in, Don’t be afraid
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COFFEE MAKER2: Just drink it
COFFEE MAKER 3: You’ll love it
COFFEE MAKER 1: I’m sure you’ll find in terms of our competition
ALL COFFEMAKERS: There’s nothing above it!
ALL COFFEE MAKERS: Just BUY BUY BUY BUY
ALL CROWD: Work work work work.
ALL COFFEE MAKERS: Sell Sell Sell Sell
ALL: Spend Spend Spend Spend
ALL COFFEE MAKERS: It’s how our business grows
ALL CROWD: That’s just how life goes.
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SCENE	
  X	
  (Auribus	
  tenere	
  lupum)	
  
THE BUM: sober now I can tell you anything you ever need to know about how the economy’s
working out, by an ashtray. I mean I never went to no fancy ass school, or picked up a paper in
my whole life. But I can tell you exactly how the whole global market place is working itself out
just by looking at what those assholes are throwing away.
When the economy’s good. And people are making money hand over fist well then you see all
these butts just laying around all over the place, not even half smoked. I mean, they just sort of
suck on the tip for a second and then throw the whole damn thing down on the street,
But when it’s bad. those assholes smoke those cigarettes down to the filter. I mean, they smoke
that shit until there’s not a single drop left in em. That’s when I know those assholes are scared.
And believe it or not, and I know some of them do… My corner’s not that far from their condo.
And it doesn’t take a whole helluva lot to be standing next to me.
THE CROWD: Amen.
a BOY and a GIRL converse together at a table in the coffee shop.
GIRL: Do you ever stop to think about, y’know like what you want. I mean what you really
really want. Like in the big picture? I mean, What do you really want out of life?
CROWD MEMBER1: I want..
BOY: No. I mean. I dunno. I guess, I just want to belong some place. I.. I mean, I guess that’s
all I ever really wanted.
GIRL: Well, that’s not much. I mean, I was talking about like kids, and jobs, and y’know, like
growing up to be the president or a doctor or lawyer or something.
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Dreams, aspirations, ambition.
CROWD MEMBER2: I had a dream…
CROWD MEMBER3: I’m living one right now.
CROWD MEMBER4: More like a nightmare.
CROWD MEMBER5: Maybe just a bad trip
CROWD MEMBER6: Maybe you should lie down.
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CROWDMEMBER7: I thought I was already lying down
CROWDMEMBER3: and dreaming this.
BOY: Did you like your parents when you were growing up?
GIRL: Well, I mean does anybody like their parents?
CROWD MEMBER1: No
CROWD MEMBER2: No.
CROWD MEMBER3: Yes.
THE HERO: Wake Up!
BOY: You know what I mean, like did you have a happy childhood and stuff.
GIRL: Well, I don’t know. My parents were divorced, and that sucked and all, but it was ok I
guess. I don’t get it, what’s this got to do with,
BOY: When I was growing up, I loved it, you know? It was fun, and innocent, and I had a place
where I belonged, you know?
ANGRY GIRL: Innocence. Means a lack of guilt.
THE HARBINGER: There is nothing to wake up to. This is it.
BOY: Now, I look around and think this can’t be it.
THE HARBINGER: This is it.
CROWDMEMBER4: When will it be over?
CROWDMEMBER5: Why won’t this stop?
GIRL: You don’t belong here with me now?
CROWD MEMBER6: I don’t belong here
BOY: Well, no, I mean I do, sort of. I mean I’m happy. Or at least I’m content. I just don’t
seem to fit. You know?
GIRL: No. I don’t know. I’m not enough, that’s what you’re saying?
THE BUM: There will never be enough.
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GIRL: You don’t fit in here with me?
CROWDMEMBER7: I don’t fit anywhere.
BOY: No, that’s not what I’m saying. Look, it’s like when I was a little kid, I had it all, then I
got older and… I just felt like I was different(1). I mean I still feel that way. Like I don’t really
fit in(2). (1)CROWDMEMBER 3: Different.
(2)CROWD MEMBER 2: I don’t fit
CROWD MEMBER 1: I don’t belong
CROWD MEMBER 2: I don’t fit
CROWD MEMBER 1: I don’t belong repeat
GIRL: Well, yeah. Growing up is terrible, there’s no need crying over it. I mean, I don’t really
know anybody whose just ecstatically happy all the time. That’s sort of strange don’t you think?
ALL CROWD: We are all alone.
BOY: No, I mean it’s beyond that. I mean, even now, like I don’t feel like I belong here, or
anywhere. I mean, like there’s more to life than just this, and I just don’t know what to do. I
want it all to be worth it. But I’m so lonely all the time. .
ALL CROWD: We are all alone. We are all alone. We are all alone.
CROWD MEMBER1: What am I doing here?
CROWD MEMBER2: What am I doing here?
CROWD MEMBER3: What am I doing here?
GIRL: Look, all I wanted to talk about, was do you feel like you wanted to grow up and be
something special, but now it’s too late, because we’re almost all grown up, even though I know
I don’t feel like it. I gotta tell you. I’m gettin sorta sick of thgis. You’re kind of a downer.
THE HERO: Wake up!
BOY: Fine! You know what I wanted to be growing up? I wanted(1) to be an astronaut. Then I
figured out I sucked at science. Like all science everywhere, and I mean, not only did I suck at
it, but I hated it. I hate science.
(1)CROWD MEMBER 4: I want
CROWD MEMBER 5: I wanted
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CROWD MEMBER 6: I’m wanting
GIRL: Well, ok. Fair enough. I think most people wanted to be astronauts when they were little
kids
BOY: Did you want to be an astronaut?
GIRL: Me? No. I wanted to be a princess.
BOY: Well, you should be dating someone rich then.
GIRL: That’s what my mom says.
CROWD MEMBER7: Why am I here?
GIRL:So what’d you want to be when you figured out you couldn’t be an astronaut?
CROWD MEMBER1: Where am I going?
BOY: Oh, I didn’t know what I really wanted to be. I guess I still don’t. I think I’ve just always
had these giant dreams that I’ve tried to live up to.
GIRL: Well, there you go. You’re living your dream then.
CROWD MEMBER2: I’m living in a dream
CROWD MEMBER3: Is this a dream?
CROWD MEMBER1: Surely not
THE HARBINGER: This is it.
BOY: But it’s not that simple. We have to think about all the things we have to do in order to
just get by. Really. That’s just life.
THE COFFEEMAKERS: That’s life.
THE HARBINGER: This is it.
CROWDMEMBER2: This can’t be it.
BOY: We never have enough money.
COFFEMAKER1: Money
COFFEMAKER2: Money
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COFFEMAKER3: MONEY
GIRL: Yeah, tell me about it. I’m so tired of worrying about how we’re going to pay rent, and
all that crap.
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Spend!
BOY: Well, it’s not like your job pays millions either.
CROWDMEMBER4: What am I doing?
CROWDMEMBER3: When will it stop?
CROWDMEMBER2: It’s so hard just to get through the day.
CROWDMEMBER1: The Night.
CROWDMEMBER4: The morning’s are the worst.
GIRL: Hey, look. I took whatever job I could get. How the hell was I supposed to know that I
went back to school for nothing?
BOY: But, that’s where you met me.
CROWDMEMBER5: Who am I?
GIRL: Yeah, and look where that got me.
BOY: Thanks.
CROWDMEMBER6: When will it end?
GIRL: You know, I’m just kidding. God. What is with you these days seriously?
BOY: Look, my point was
CROWDMEMBER 7: I don’t want to get out of bed
CROWDMEMBER1: If this is a dream, what then?
GIRL: Yes, please tell me, what your point was.
BOY: My point was, when you have a family your close to or whatever, that’s like a community.
Like a bunch of people all looking out for each other, and sharing this bond.
GIRL: Yeah, well look around you. It’s not 1950 anymore. You don’t see a lot of tight knit
families these days. You’ll be lucky to see people who still talk to their parents.
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CROWDMEMBER2: How much longer?
BOY: But that’s what I’m saying. I mean in school…
GIRL: Oh, here we go again. Yeah, school was the best time of your life. I get it ok? Just
move on.
THE HERO: Wake up!
BOY: That’s what I’m saying. NOW, I don’t feel like I have that family. The family I had
when I was a little kid, or the family I had when I was in school.
CROWDMEMBER3: God, I just want it to stop hurting so much
CROWDMEMBER4: Is it a stabbing pain?
CROWDMEMBER5: More like a dull ache
ALL CROWD: It never ends. It never ends. It never ends.
THE HARBINGER: The end is near.
BOY: You’re not listening to me.
THE HERO: WAKE UP
GIRL: God! I’m listening. I hear you loud and clear. You’re unhappy. You don’t feel like you
fit in anywhere and you don’t think you’re doing anything with your life. Or maybe you don’t
know why the hell you’re with me!
BOY: Maybe it’s because I don’t have a religion.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Belief. Ritual. Tradition. Mythology. Faith. Mysticism.
Divine. Mystery. Spirit. Truth. Awakening.
GIRL: Seriously? Seriously? You gotta be kidding me with this shit. How many people, our
age, do you know, who are super religious? Do you think that’s the answer to everything? Will
that fix all your problems? Fine. Go be Hindu, or Buddhist, or Mormon for all I care. Just do
something.
THE HERO: Do something!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Islam, Judaism, Bahai, Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism,
Shinto, Taoism, Scientology.
PSYCHIATRIST: Really, Scientology?
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BOY: Well, I mean, I don’t know. I believe in God and all that. I just feel like all the religions
these days always preach about all this condemnation and stuff. GIRL: Well
ALL CROWD: Well
BOY: Well, what?
THE HERO: WAKE UP.
CROWDMEBER1: God I wish I could.
GIRL: I don’t know. I don’t have an answer for you. All I know is this sucks. I mean you’re
not happy. I’m not happy. This. Whatever all this is. It’s just not working.
THE HARBINGER: It won’t get any better.
GIRL: And something’s got to give.
(1)THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Something’s got to give.
GIRL: We just can’t keep going on like this.
THE CROWD: WE CAN’T KEEP GOING ON LIKE THIS.
The woman with the blindfold rings her bell. THE OWNER enters. Crescendo.
IPHIGENEIA: I am ready
THE HARBINGER: It’s coming.
THE OWNER: Hey, hotcakes! Heyya, sweetie, come on now. our meetin’s already started
here. We started without ya, and we just can’t finish that way. ok? The boys are all here. Just
come on over here and sit down, and we’ll have ourselves a little chat.
THE CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE OWNER: Ok, boys, so now I’m sure you guys are all well aware that our productivity is
down. And I mean way down. You guys are workin slower than molasses in January. Not to
mention our profit.
THE CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
BOY and GIRL: Something has to change.
THE OWNER: I mean I know it takes awhile to make a cup o coffee for these poor saps.
THE CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
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BOY and GIRL: We just need a change.
THE OWNER: But I mean, really, we’re all gonna be outta a job if something doesn’t change
here, and fast. The Corporation’s gonna close down if something doesn’t change here soon.
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: NO!
THE HERO: WAKE UP
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: Something’s gotta change.
THE OWNER: And, well, The Board’s just not gonna like that too much. Plus, I mean shoot,
this city’ll be outta some damn fine coffee if things keep going the way they are.
THE CROWD and COFFEMAKERS: We can’t keep going on like this.
COFFEEMAKER1: Here
COFFEEMAKER2: and
COFFEEMAKER3: Fast.
THE OWNER: So’s the point to all this here nuisance is, well Iphigeneia, I’m sorry honey, but
you gotta die.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: in sexual release Yes.
THE HARBINGER: Come.
IPHIGENEIA: I. How?... I did not think you knew my name.
THE CROWD and COFFEEMAKERS: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE HARBINGER: More.
IPHIGENEIA: Do not do this.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: becoming consumed Yes.
IPHIGENEIA: Please.
THE OWNER: Well now, hon, don’t be scered there. We all gotta make sacrifices.
IPHIGENEIA: You do not have to do this.
THE CROWD and COFFEEMAKERS: We can’t keep going on like this.
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THE HARBINGER: Harder
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: in the full throws Yes.
IPHIGENEIA: There has to be another way.
THE CROWD and COFFEEMAKERS: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE HERO: Wake up!
THE OWNER: And, well honey, yours is just one of em.
THE HARBINGER: Almost there.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: almost there YES
IPHIGENEIA: I cannot do this.
THE CROWD AND COFFEMAKERS: We can’t keep going on like this.
IPHIGENEIA: Not for you.
THE HARBINGER: Oh.
IPHIGENEIA: Not for this.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Ohh.
IPHIGENEIA: No!
THE CROWD and COFFEEMAKERS who have been circling and getting closer and closer on
IPHIGENEIA enclose her, as they pull a giant white sheet over the mass of people. There is a
light from within that casts silhouetted shadows of the performers. Orgiastic and vicious,
movement and noise commence. Red dye or paint is flung everywhere from within. Until the
woman with the blindfold steps out and rings the bell. Everything stops.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Yes.
THE HARBINGER: Afterglow. Lights a cigarette
There is a bright white light. Then black.
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ACT	
  II	
  Scene	
  I	
  (Dimidium	
  facti	
  qui	
  coepit	
  habet)	
  
The sheet is gone. The people have dispersed to the edges of the stage. THE GIRL IN RED AND
BLACK is cleaning herself in the heavens. THE COFFEMAKERS still work as slow machines but now,
rather than making coffee, they are cleaning the already immaculate store. THE CROWD slowly inches
toward the coffee shop as they say:
CROWD MEMBER1: How did this happen?
CROWD MEMBER2: What have I done?
CROWD MEMBER3: Why didn’t I do something?
THE HERO: Why didn’t you do anything?
ALL CROWD: What am I still doing here?
Lights flash, bells scream. THE CROWD tries desperately to flee back toward the edges of the stage as
the previous characters lose their persona permanently and once again become members of THE
CROWD. However, spotlights search and eventually center on 3 individuals, THE BUM, THE TIRED
OLD INTELLECTUAL, and THE ANGRY GIRL. When done so, each character freezes in place.
THE AUTHORITIES enter.
ALL AUTHORITIES: WHAT HAPPENED?
THE SCIENTIST: The word power is an interesting word, wouldn’t you agree? Most would think it
implies a capacity for force or control. But in science, these words power, force, control, all take on very
different meanings.
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Nuclear, political, motive, solar, purchasing, statistical,
reserve…. absolute.
Each of THE AUTHORITIES draws a box in chalk on the ground surrounding each of the three captured
characters.
AUTHORITY1: These lines make up your square
AUTHORITY2: You are not to leave your square
AUTHORITY3: Until you have complied fully
AUTHORITY1: And answered completely
AUTHORITY2: Any questions put forth to you
AUTHORITY 3: If you fail to do as you are told
AUTHORITY1: If for some reason you decide to step out of your square
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AUTHORITY2: Or disregard any command given to you
AUTHORITY3: Or fail to answer in entirety any question presented to you
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will be punished.
THE POET:

I probably tell at least one lie a day.
From the promise that I’ll take out the garbage,
To the taste of cum in my mouth
when I lay my head down to say my prayers
God, have mercy on us.
We know exactly what we do.
AUTHORITY1: You There
AUTHORITY2: Do not move
AUTHORITY3: Do not speak
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will be punished
THE ANGRY GIRL: Who the hell are they talking to?
AUTHORITY1: You There.
AUTHORITY2: Do not move
AUTHORITY3: Do not speak
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will be punished.
THE SCIENTIST: So it goes.
AUTHORITY1: first question

ALL AUTHORITIES: Who are you?
THE BUM: The Bum
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: The Tired Old Intellectual
THE ANGRY GIRL: None of your fucking business
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AUTHORITY2: Remove her, replace her with another.
THE ANGRY GIRL is replaced by THE PRINCESS
AUTHORITY3: And you
AUTHORITY1: Who are you?
THE PRINCESS: Ah, like you don’t know. I’m The Princess.
THE AUTHORITIES Pace back and forth before stopping in front of The Intellectual
AUTHORITY2: Good then.
AUTHORITY3: We’ll start with you.
AUTHORITY1: What where you doing
AUTHORITY2: in front of The Corporation
AUTHORITY3: before the time of the incident?
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I was returning to offer a young lady inside an
invitation to accompany me to the park tomorrow.
AUTHORITY1: And you.
AUTHORITY2: What where you doing
AUTHORITY3: in front of The Corporation
AUTHORITY1: before the time of the incident?
THE BUM: Look. I know what all this shit is about. You’re not gettin me to take the fall for
this. Yeah, I was here. I saw everything go down. Hell, I may have even done my part. But
this shit isn’t about me. And you know it. This is all about those assholes in there, making and
selling all that worthless bullshit to those dumbasses, who keep spending every last dime they
have, because they think that’s what they’re supposed to do.
AUTHORITY1: You have not answered the question
AUTHORTIY2: What
AUTHORITY3: Where
AUTHORITY1: You
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AUTHORITY2: Doing
AUTHORITY3: Here
ALL AUTHORITIES: Before The Incident
THE BUM: Fuck this.
AUTHORITY1: Sir
AUTHORITY2: We will ask you
AUTHORITY3: One
AUTHORITY2: More
AUTHORITY1: Time.
THE BUM: Alright. Shit. I was sitting in that corner over there, like I do every hour of every
day. Just sitting by myself, waiting for a few coins to come my way.
AUTHORITY1: And you ma’am
AUTHORITY2: If you wouldn’t mind
AUTHORITY3: Could you tell us
AUTHORITY1: what you were doing
AUTHORITY2: Over here?
AUTHORITY3: Take your time.
THE PRINCESS: Well, I was like, bored, or whatev. So I just went out for a shop. And then I
like, saw all these peeps just crowdin around or whatever. So, I just, like, joined in to see what
the big deal was? I can’t miss big deals. It’s sorta what I’m all about.
AUTHORITY1: Yes of course.
AUTHORITY2: We understand.
AUTHORITY3: If you wouldn’t mind,
AUTHORITY1: Just waiting a little longer
AUTHORITY2: We’ll be finished here
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AUTHORITY3: With you
AUTHORITY1: Shortly
AUTHORITY2: Can I get you anything while you’re waiting
THE PRINCESS: Oh, no, I couldn’t. Well… If you’re sure it’s not much trouble… could I just
get, like a.. I don’t know… quickly Half cup coffee, half fat free cream, 4 packs of sugar, the
white kind not the brown, and stirred twice with a stick. But don’t keep the stick in it, when you
bring it, cause that’s totes gross.
AUTHORITY3: Of course,
AUTHORITY1: We’ll have someone bring that
AUTHORITY2: Right out to you.
AUTHORITY3: I’ll go now
AUTHORITY2: He’ll be right back. Turning to THE INTELLECTUAL
AUTHORITY1: So…
AUTHORITY2: Who
AUTHORITY1: Called
AUTHORITY2: Us?
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Well, I saw that there was a disturbance, but I wasn’t
sure as to what the appropriate action would be to take, so I called you.
AUTHORITY1: So you’re the one.
AUTHORITY2: Why did you feel the need
AUTHORITY1: To make a private matter
AUTHORITY2: Public?
THE INTELLECTUAL: Well, I assumed it was a public matter, since so many of the public
seemed to be engaged in an activity which appeared to violate The Rules, we have all created
and agreed to live by.
AUTHORITY1: The Rules were created for The Corporation
AUTHORITY2: So as to maintain order and balance
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AUTHORITY1: And guarantee the safety and well being
BOTH AUTHORITIES: Of everyone.
AUTHORITY2: else
THE INTELLECTUAL: Perhaps I was mistaken then. I apologize for wasting your time. I’ll
just be on my way then and forget anything ever transpired here.
AUTHORITY1: Hold it sir.
AUTHORITY2: You are not to step out of your square.
THE INTELLECTUAL: I see.
AUTHORITY3 returns with coffee for THE PRINCESS, and now returns to the others.
AUTHORITY1: Now then,
AUTHORITY2: You have all admitted to being present,
AUTHORITY3: During the time of the incident,
AUTHORITY1: Though, some of you are not to blame,
AUTHORITY2: And for those,
AUTHORITY3: this matter will be resolved quickly,
AUTHORITY1: But first,
AUTHORITY2: We need to get to the truth of the matter,
AUTHORITY3: As to,
ALL AUTHORITIES: What really happened?
AUTHORITY1: You
THE BUM: ME?!
THE INTELLECTUAL: Me?
THE PRINCESS: Moi?
AUTHORITY2: Yes
AUTHORITY3: You
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AUTHORITY1: What is your account of
ALL AUTHORITIES: What happened?
Throughout the following accounts, the remaining crowd starts to act out the action that is being
described, violently and beautifully.
THE BUM: That asshole, who beats people down every day, was riling all those others up, with
all this talk, and bullshit about what had to happen to save his precious corporation.
THE PRINCESS: Well, like The Owner, T.O., was totally gossiping about this other chick, and
then, she like showed up. I mean, that bitch, just came up behind him, and totally just like
caught him off guard. That’s just, well totally rude. Then she just like, got what was coming to
her.
THETIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: I observed that the young lady whom I was coming
back to see, was engaged in, what seemed to me to be a, heated discussion, between various
members of The Corporation, including THE OWNER, and herself. At which time, what I
would describe as a, mob mentality assumed control.
THE BUM: By the time, I got involved with any of this. And I’m not saying I was involved at
all. It’s hard to know who did what. When shit like that’s going down. But, if I was involved...
By the time I got into any of that bullshit, everyone already had that bitch surrounded.
THE PRINCESS: Oh, so. Then. Like, all these cats, were like totally holding her down. It was
kinda crazy. I’m not lyin. I don’t know if I’ve seen stuff like that before.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Once the mob had taken control of this young lady,
several members of this crowd and corporation held her down and… slaughtered her.
THE BUM: There was some point. Where she just… Stopped squirming.
THE PRINCESS: It was kinda rough. Really. And not like, in a good way. If you know what
I mean..
THE BUM: shrugs Shit happens.
THE INTELLECTUAL: What have we done?
THE PRINCESS: So is there, like, anything else? This is getting kinda boring.
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Scene	
  II	
  (Adde	
  parvum	
  parvo	
  magnus	
  acervus	
  erit)
AUTHORITY1: No ma’am
AUTHORITY2: For you, this is all over now
AUTHORITY3: We just need you sign a statement
THE PRINCESS: Sure. Ok. See ya.
AUTHORITY1: As for the rest of you
THE ANGRY GIRL comes forth.
THE ANGRY GIRL: That’s such bullshit. You’re just gonna let her walk away because her
daddy has money! So The Rules don’t apply to her?
AUTHORITY2: You
AUTHORITY3: Can take her place then.
THE AUTHORITIES draw lines in front of each of the three squares
AUTHORITY2: This new line
AUTHORITY3: being drawn in front of your square
AUTHORITY1: will be your new home
AUTHORITY2: When told to do so
AUTHORITY3: You will step out of your square
AUTHORITY1: And stand respectfully
AUTHORITY2: Behind your line.
AUTHORITY3: Move there now.
AUTHORITY1: We will now bring out
AUTHORITY2: Members of The Corporation
AUTHORITY3: Who will stand in your square
AUTHORITY1: And explain to you exactly what happened.
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AUTHORITY2: You are not to move from your line.
AUTHORITY3: You are not to touch any member of The Corporation.
AUTHORITY1: You are to stand still and listen respectfully.
AUTHORITY2: As you are informed
AUTHORITY3: Of the true nature of
ALL AUTHORITIES: The Incident
Throughout the following THE THREE AUTHORITIES move in front of and behind the
accused to become the THREE COFFEEMAKERS
THE OWNER comes forward to watch over it all
AUTHORITY1: You will now turn 360 degrees to face The Corporation
AUTHORITY2: This is all you will do.
AUTHORITY3: You will stand there, and respectfully understand
AUTHORITY1: Everything they tell you
AUTHORITY2: Is the truth
AUTHORITY3: As to
ALL AUTHORITIES: WHAT HAPPENED.
COUNTERMAN1: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN2: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN3: Nothing happened
Woman with blindfold rings bell
THE OWNER: There was no incident
ALL AUTHORITIES: Do you understand?
THE BUM: No fuck! I know what I fucking saw. I may not have been involved in any way.
But I know what these assholes did.
THE INTELLECTUAL: I’m afraid you are mistaken
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THE ANGRY GIRL: This is such bullshit!
AUTHORITY1: Do you know
AUTHORITY2: What happens
AUTHORITY3: When you stop eating
AUTHORITY1: Or stop sleeping
AUTHORITY2: Or are completely isolated from an outside world
AUTHORITY3: Or your body thinks that it is about to shutdown
ALL AUTHORITIES: Forever.
AUTHORITY1: It is different for everyone
AUTHORITY2: But, generally speaking
THE SCIENTIST: One becomes increasingly perceptive to external stimuli in any form
AUTHORITY3: Similar to the effects of altered states of consciousness
AUTHORITY1: Produced by drugs
AUTHORITY2: Or anything else
AUTHORITY3: that may manipulate your mental state
AUTHORITY1: Or extreme instances of physical states
AUTHORITY2: But generally speaking,
THE SCIENTIST: The mind is the most malleable
AUTHORITY3: If you think that you are confused right now
AUTHORITY1: Or that you can hide anything from us
AUTHORITY2: Or you can resist some form of questioning
AUTHORITY3: I assure you
ALL AUTHORITIES: You are mistaken
AUTHORITY1: Do not make this harder on yourself
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AUTHORITY2: You really have no idea how easy this can all be
AUTHORITY3: If you just cooperate
ALL AUTHORITIES: and tell us what we want to hear.
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: Nothing happened.
Woman with blindfold rings bell
THE OWNER: There was no incident
THE CROWD: Nothing happened. There was no incident. Nothing happened. There was no
incident.
THE BUM: Fuck this shit. I know what I fucking saw, and felt, and heard. I shoulda gone up
there with her, a long time ago.
THE INTELLECTUAL: I see. I feel I have been silent once too much already today. I will
not do it again.
THE ANGRY GIRL: Screw all of you.
AUTHORITY1: Remove your clothing
AUTHORITY2: Down to your undergarments
AUTHORITY3: Spread your arms out to your side
AUTHORITY1: Do not
AUTHORITY2: Resist
AUTHORITY3: The Corporation.
Woman with blindfold rings bell
THE OWNER: Do not resist The Corporation
THE CROWD: Do not resist The Corporation.
The three accused undress down to their underwear. The three COUNTERMEN tie the accused
with chains and place them in a fetal position in their respective squares.
COUNTERMAN1: You have violated The Rules.
THE CROWD: The rules! The rules!
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THE HERO: Stop this!
COUNTERMAN2: The Rules were created for your protection
COUNTERMAN3: You are a threat to The Corporation
THE CROWD: You are a threat!
THE HARBINGER: Horror! Horror!
THE OWNER: You are a threat to this country.
THE HARBINGER: Horror! Horror!
THE CROWD: You are a threat! You are a threat! Do not resist The Corporation! The Rules
The Rules!
THE HERO: You can do something about this!
CROWDMEMBER1: I love the rules
CROWDMEMBER2: I love The Corporation
CROWDMEMBER3: They were created for all of us
CROWDMEMBER4: Fuck anyone who thinks otherwise!
THE HERO: Stop it!
THE CROWD: THE RULES THE RULES! WE LOVE THE RULES! WE LOVE THE
CORPORATION!
ALL COUNTERMEN: You will not leave your square.
THE HARBINGER/HERO: This is the Horror!
THE CROWD: You will not leave your square!
THE HERO: Wake up!
AUTHORITY1: If you feel you need to urinate
AUTHORITY2: If you feel you need to defecate
AUTHORITY3: If you feel you need to sleep
AUTHORITY1: If you feel that you need water
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AUTHORITY2: Or food
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will not leave your square
THE CROWD: You will not leave your square!
THE HERO: WAKE UP! Stop This! Why don’t you do something?!
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SCENE	
  III	
  (Brevis	
  ipsa	
  vita	
  est	
  sed	
  malis	
  fit	
  longior)	
  
CLOWN: What the corporation is doing. It’s not good.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes. Dees. Dees is very bad. Very bad. Not the good. Dees
coffee is very bad too, no?
CLOWN: Yes. Very bad. But I need it. More and more it seems.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes. Dee coffee is very bad, and corporation is very bad and you
need more and more. No?
CLOWN: No. Yes.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Why was it you want you bring me here to very bad corporation
today? Not for very very bad coffee No?
CLOWN: Oh yes. No. That. I want your daughter.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: You want my daughter?
CLOWN: Yes.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: She does not seem so hard to have? No?
CLOWN: No. Yes. What I mean is. In marriage. I want your daughter in marriage.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Oh. Yes. Marriage. No. Dees is coffee is like sheet yes?
CLOWN: Yes. No. I mean. Was that a yes?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes. Coffee is sheet.
CLOWN: No. Yes I can marry your daughter or yes the coffee is the shit?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Dees is coffee is the sheet. My daughter. She is not much better
sometimes. Why you want that?
CLOWN: Why I want shitty coffee or why I want your shitty daughter?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: They are both mysteries to me.
CLOWN: Well, the coffee tastes different lately. But I still need it to get by. Your daughter.
Well. You must know.
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THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: I know many things. None of them about why you want to marry
sheety daughter. You could get milk for free. no?
CLOWN: Yes. No. I mean. Milk’s not the only thing that costs these days.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: No. I do know understand.
CLOWN: No?.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: No. I see you many times. You have lovely womens with you.
Always. Always you have womens. Not my daughter.
CLOWN: Yes. No. Well. I enjoy the company of women.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Who doesn’t?
CLOWN: Yes. But No. I only want to marry your daughter.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: She is not so pretty, no? Not so pretty as other womens you have?
CLOWN: No. She is not pretty.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Then. Please. Tell me. Why is it you want you should marry
sheety ugly daughter when you have other womens who are pretty. And you can have milk of
daughter for free?
CLOWN: You are a doctor. Yes?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes.
CLOWN: And you are foreign, yes?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes.
CLOWN: And you are rich, yes?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes.
CLOWN: This makes you the rich foreign doctor. And this makes your daughter. The daughter
of the rich foreign doctor.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: No. She is something else. You are the clown, yes?
CLOWN: Yes.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Not so funny, no?
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CLOWN: No.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Then. Forgive me. But in my country, if someone is not the
funny. Then he is not the clown. No?
CLOWN: Yes. I am the clown. No I am not the funny.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: So you are bad clown.
CLOWN: Yes.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Is ok. I am bad doctor.
CLOWN: No?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: But good father, no?
CLOWN: I don’t know.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: I think I make you choose. Pretty girls or daughter. Not both.
CLOWN: If I chose other pretty girls, I could have more than one then. Yes?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: No. Yes. Maybe for small time. Until one pretty girl talks to
other pretty girl. Or rich foreign doctor talks to all pretty girls.
CLOWN: NO! You like pretty girls?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Who doesn’t?
CLOWN: So you don’t like ugly girls?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Who does?
CLOWN: So you don’t like your daughter?
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Ah. Yes. I see. Now. I see why you clown. You tricky tricky.
No I love daughter. Just know daughter. And know clown too. Ugly slutty daughter needs
husband. And clown needs monies.
CLOWN: This coffee really is shit.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: Yes. Sheet.
CLOWN: Yes. But I really can’t stop drinking it.
THE FOREIGN DOCTOR: No. Ees ok. I pay for coffee. Yes? Least I can do for pretty girl.
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Scene	
  IV	
  (deus	
  enim	
  religious	
  accepimus,	
  Caesars	
  dedimus)	
  

THE PREIST: When I was a child. Something… Something happened. I hit puberty and all of
a sudden, like the light that knocked Solomon from his horse. Quick and sudden. In an instant.
I knew. I knew the world was not the happy golden place my parents had constructed for me. In
one terrible, blinding, instant I involuntarily bit from the apple and I saw. I understood. Pain
and fear…. The degradation of my world.
So I started my journey down the rabbit hole. Absorbing any drugs I could acquire. Marijuana,
opium, valium, mushrooms, and on and on and on. And then one night. I had taken several hits
of acid, and I was sitting by myself alone in the woods. Settling into the bubbling water of my
haze. You see. These drugs. These chemicals. They allowed me the opportunity to feel as I felt
before. Before I knew the world was rotten. And once they took effect, all I could see was this
beautiful gilded skin. It was the return to my Eden before I knew of Vipers or Apples. Then.
Just as I closed my eyes, waiting for my blazing red calm. I heard, this terrible, awful
frightening sound. A something running through the woods. Crushing snow beneath this
something’s feet. Deafening, and terrifying, coming from all around me. Coming for me. This
something. It got closer and closer until it flooded and filled me. Then. It stopped. Just as it
had started. Everything was silent. And then God spoke to me. Not in a burning bush, and not
like a whisper in the wind. But clearly and exactly. He. Spoke. To. Me. I quit doing drugs
and I have dedicated my entire life from that point on to the faith. But… I haven’t heard from
Him since.
Throughout the following THE SECRET ARTIST at first draws on his paper in the shop, then
later on the ground, his prayer. As the others take over more and more of his dialogue, he is free
to draw larger and larger. And the other members of the crowd can join his drawing, adding to
it.
THE SECRET ARTIST: D. Dear Lord,
I. I know I’m not. Not a very, very good person.
I. I know. I’ve done. So, so many things in, in the past I’m, I’m just.
I’m not proud of.
.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: I’ve stolen things, I lie all the time.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. I know. I know. I’m not. Not, there for p. people when, when
they, they need need me. I say. Say terrible. Terrible things be. Well, behind people’s backs,
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THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Or even worse things to their face.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. I know. I know even as I say. I mean. I try to. Say. Say these
things,
I am. I am so sorry
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: but I’ll keep doing it. Over and over again.
THE SECRET ARTIST: And. And. Well. You know, you know, the. The big one.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: The big sin
THE SECREAT ARTIST: That’s. That’s always, always there,
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And I continue to commit every day.
THE SECRET ARTIST: But. But. I am. I am so. So sorry.
And I’m. Well. I’m. I’m scared.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And I need your help.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. Well. I honestly. I just. I don’t know how. How I’m going to pay
my bills.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: I don’t know how I’m going to keep my home.
THE CROWD: There’s just never enough money.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And it scares me to my core.
I have nightmares of not having a home.
CROWDMEMBER1: It makes it hard to eat.
CROWDMEMBER2: Hard to sleep.
CROWDMEMBER3: Hard to look in the mirror
CROWDMEMBER4: Hard to look my little girl in the face.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. I worry so. So much. About. Well. About how to. How to fix
this,
Or. Or if, if I’m ever. Ever going to be a g. good person,
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Or if I’m ever going to stop sinning,
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THE SECRET ARTIST: Ever.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: I know I always ask your help when I’m in trouble
THE SECRET ARTIST: And then I. I just sort of forget. Forget about you, when. When I
don’t. Well. When I don’t need any… Anything.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: I know I’m selfish.
But I just want so much to not be scared any more.
THE SECRET ARTIST: To be. To be a. A g. good person.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: I worry so much that I won’t have a home.
CROWDMEMBER1: I won’t have a family.
CROWDMEMBER2: I won’t have people to take care of me,
CROWDMEMBER3: People for me to take care of.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: It scares me so much.
CROWDMEMBER4: I don’t know what to do sometimes.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. Well. I. I keep trying and, and trying. To. make everything
worth it.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: To make my sins be justified or washed away, or at least
understandable.
THE AUTHORITIES: But they’re not.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. I know. I know they’re not.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And nothing I’m ever going to do,
Will change that.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I. I just really. REALLY need your help.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Or a little guidance.
THE SECRET ARTIST: Or. Or something.
THE GIRL DRESED IN RED AND BLACK: Something right now.
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THE CROWD: Anything.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I’m. I’m so. So scared.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Please help me.
CROWDMEMBER1: Help me to find a way to pay all these bills,
CROWDMEMBER2: and pay my rent
CROWDMEMBER3: and be able to buy food
CROWDMEMBER4: and coffee
CROWDMEMBER5: and coffee
ALL CROWD: and everything else
THE SECRET ARTIST: Help. Help me. Help me to be. To just be a good, good person.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And for everything to be OK.
THE SECRET ARTIST: PLEASE.
ALL CROWD: Please help me.
THE SECRET ARTIST: I’m. I’m so. So sorry.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Thank you.
ALL CROWD: Amen.
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Scene	
  V	
  (Credula	
  vitam	
  spes	
  fovet	
  et	
  melius	
  cras	
  fore	
  semper	
  dicit)	
  
THE POET:
Fifteen years ago
we strutted down Blackhawk Boulevard
in filthy shirts and ripped jeans.
We pulled long drags from cigarettes
and flicked butts to the ground,
refused to stomp them out,
preferring to watch them smolder.
Old women shook their heads;
a shame, a shame.
We were invincible.
Ten years ago
We raised our palms to the rain and
shouted ruin to the neighbors
who scowled when we passed.
We were misunderstood.
We spent long nights on our backs,
staring at the sky,
watching trees breathe,
Being alive.
Five years ago
I saw your sister in a gas station.
If I wanted, she said,
I could probably
catch you at the house.
Yesterday
circumstance led me past your house
and I saw you
sitting on a tailgate,
pulling long drags from a cigarette
in filthy shirt and ripped jeans.
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Nothing ever changes.
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THE TEENAGERS:
1) Dude, what the hell’s wrong with you?
2) Nothing man, It’s just been kinda hard to sleep lately.
CROWDMEMBER1: I thought I was already asleep
CROWDMEMBER2: And dreaming this.
BOY and GIRL: I don’t believe in dreams anymore.
2) Dude, do you ever worry sometimes that one of your friends is just gonna go and kill
themselves?
1) Actually, there’s sometimes I wish they would.
2) Yeah. I mean, I dream about it like some sick fantasy. Not that I don’t like them. I love
them.
1) All of them?
2) Well, some.
1) But, having both your parents die in a car accident or something.
2). Yeah.
1) I mean that’s fucked up.
2) Yeah. I could think of all kinds of shit I would get if they died. Money, cars, their house, all
kinds of shit.
1) Not to mention all the sad faces and crying eyes.
2) Plus, then I’d have a reason to feel the way I do.
BOTH: Fucked up.
ALL CROWD: We are all fucked.
1) You know?
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: No.
2) Yeah. I mean, sometimes, I feel like I don’t have shit to fight for or be passionate about.
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1) Well, that’d be something. Huh?
2) Yeah. I mean, I sit at home and watch TV all the time. Listen to music. Sometimes I’ll go
drive around.
1) Drink some beers or smoke some dope.
2) Well, we don’t have anything that gets us excited you know?
1) Yeah totally.
2) There’s nothing left to invent. There’s nowhere to go explore.
1) I wanna see Italy, I go and turn on the TV or look it up on the internet. What’s the point in
going over there.
THE HARBINGER: Nothing you can do will change anything.
THE AUTHORITIES: This is the way things are
Girl with blindfold rings bell.
THE OWNER: The way things will always be.
THE HARBINGER: Forever.
THE CROWD: Forever.
THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: Forever’s a long time.
2) We don’t have anything to fight for or against.
1) Or at least nothing that seems to really matter all that much.
2) What’s the point in fighting through the day?
CROWD MEMBER1: Fighting the traffic
CROWD MEMBER2: or the lines
CROWDMEMBER3: or the bill collectors,
CROWDMEMBER4: or your nagging girlfriend.
CROWDMEMBER5: or parents.
1) Yeah! What’s the point to any of that?
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2) I don’t think there is any.
1) There’s not.
2) So we just sit at home and watch tv and watch all these pretend people die.
1) And wait for somebody WE know to die so we can feel something.
2) Or at least have an excuse for the feelings we already have.
1) Yeah, however fucked up and selfish they may seem to people.
2) Nothing means shit.
1) And what’s the point of it anyway.
2) I mean I keep waiting for someone else to die. Maybe I’m just waiting for me to die.
1) Right. Leave some worthless fucking legacy of absolutely nothing. That’s a great thing to
inherit huh?
2) Well, I mean unless you call knowing exactly what comes on at 4 in the morning that’s not an
infomercial, something.
1) Whatever
2) I’m gonna go get some more coffee and go back home and see what’s on TV. You wanna
come?
1) No I’m cool. Your place is too far away.
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Scene	
  VI	
  (Crescit	
  amor	
  nummi,	
  quantum	
  ipsa	
  pecunia	
  crevit)	
  

The woman with the blindfold dutifully rings her bell. Throughout the following THE
SCIENTIST is working with beakers and tubes, or some other absurd mechanisms to produce
what appears to be some sort of mysterious, alchemistic chemical.
THE OWNER: So uh, ha. How’s it goin in there? Workin on that new formula? We need to.
Ta, really punch out the caffeine, and ya, know, figure us a way we can try to keep them costs
down. That’s important. Keepin the cost down. I figure, we can’t go on forever, overchargin
em like this. So, we’ll raise the price a bunch in the beginning, then lower it a little more, when
they’ve had enough. So then they feel like they’re gettin’ a deal. But I need ya ta gimme a quick
fix here.
THE SCIENTIST: Yes. Yes. Of course. In due time. In due time. You must remain patient.
THE OWNER: Ha. That’s what I’ve been sayin all along. But. People. They just never listen
to ya, do they?
THE SCIENTIST: Well to pacify the masses, we will add some supplementary chemicals
whose function will be to dissipate the costs and needs of your supply.
THE OWNER: Boy, I don’t understand one damn word you just said.
THE SCIENTIST: I mean that you can make the same coffee with fewer beans. Thus, bringing
your overhead costs down.
THE OWNER: Oh. Well that’s good. That’s real good.
THE SCIENTIST: You do realize that my area of expertise is geared more toward motors, and
magnets and electricity? Waves, current, these type of things?
THE OWNER: Ha. You’re speaking Greek to me. Science is science. You think I know
anything about bein The Owner? Or any a those guys I hire know anything about makin coffee?
Ha. No. Of course not… My daddy was an owner and my daddys daddy before him. Those
guys, they’re all friends a the family, or their families made coffee. That kinda thing. You’ll.
You’ll just go on and work on what we need here. And we’ll take care of ya. Don’tchoo worry
about what your expertise are. Or any a that nonsense. I never do. And I never work with
people who do either.
THE SCIENTIST: Perhaps you’re right. Here are your supplemental chemicals, as requested.
THE SCIENTIST hands THE OWNER a bottle which is clearly designated as water.
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SCENE	
  VII	
  (Dum	
  loquimor	
  fugerit	
  invida	
  aetas)	
  

THE GIRL DRESSED IN RED AND BLACK: I watched an old man once, live out his life.
He grew up wanting to be a jazz musician. A saxophone player. Instead he worked in a
warehouse. 30 years. To support his family. Until, in the end, even that was not enough. Every
time, he watched a parade, and saw the marching bands, he cried. When he was a grandfather he
sat his granddaughter down and told her:
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: There are those that live by vision, and those that live
by opportunity. Those that live by opportunity look around complacently at their life one day
and see how far it's drifted from their dreams. Those who live by vision grunt and sweat and toil
and bleed and either find themselves in the midst of all they had ever hoped and wanted. Or die
alone as bums.

BOY: Are you ok? I haven’t seen you since…
GIRL: I’m fine. Well. Sort of.
BOY: What’s wrong? You don’t look so great.
GIRL: It’s been really hard to. Sleep. Like. I can’t ever sleep anymore.
BOY: I know how that goes. What kind of not sleeping? Like you’re only sleeping a little, or
you’ve been hopped up on too much caffeine..
GIRL: No. It’s not the coffee. It’s just me.
BOY: Honey. What’s wrong. Can I do anything?
GIRL: Don’t call me honey. You don’t get to do that. Now. It’s just. I don’t know. I think
I’m going crazy or something. When I do sleep I keep getting these weird end of the world kind
of dreams like people burning alive, and planes and oil tanker crashes, and building's falling
over.
BOYS: That’s sorta messed up.
GIRL: I know. It's so weird. Like holocaust ashes and nuclear mushroom clouds.
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BOY: You’re starting to kinda freak me out. Are you sure you haven’t been drinking too much
coff…
GIRL: NO! I knew I shouldn’t have told you any of this.
BOY: No, look I’m sorry. It’s ok, go on.
GIRL: Well, it went from stupid personal stuff a few weeks ago, to scary like burglars and dead
people coming in, in the middle of the night, standing over the bed and watching me, to all this
like mass destruction shit.
BOY: Honey, calm down. I’m just sayin…
GIRL: I told you. Don’t call me honey.
BOY: Sorry.
GIRL: I just hate it when your nightmares have your family or friends in them. The other night
it was my dad like bleeding out on a hospital bed and I couldn't do anything but just stand there
and watch.
BOY: That’s intense. Stuff like that never really happens to me. Well, except for last night. Lat
night I had this dream that I got pulled over for DUI, and The Authorities pulled me out of my
car and said:
AUTHORITY1: Upon initial sight,
AUTHORITY2: the subject appears apprehensive,
AUTHORITY3: scared,
AUTHORITY1: and vulnerable.
BOY: I replied,
TEENAGER2: what do you expect,
BOY: with my hands in my pockets, my protests said:
TEENAGER1: I'm just nervous.
TEENAGER2: I always have been around authority figures.
TEENAGER1: They just go on writing, never looking up.
AUTHORITY1: Since no one
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AUTHORITY2: would willingly engage
AUTHORITY3: in drug activity
AUTHORITY1: after such an incident,
AUTHORITY2: as no one
AUTHORITY3: would want him
AUTHORITY1: behind the wheels of a vehicle
AUTHORITY2: or present in society
ALL AUTHORITIES: in such a state
AUTHORITY1: this blood test
AUTHORITY2: will confirm or deny
AUTHORITY3: Weather or not
AUTHORITY1: The subject was on
AUTHORITY2: any kind of illegal drug
AUTHORITY3: that would impair
AUTHORITY1: his judgment
AUTHORITY2: during the time of
ALL AUTHORITIES: The Incident.
THE CROWD: There was no incident! There was no incident!
BOY: There was an old man there with a bible that looked like it was from the past, and a needle
which seemed very much present and he stabbed me in the arm.
That's when I woke up.
GIRL: Wow. Now that’s weird. You were always way weirder than me.
BOY: Can I tell you a secret?
GIRL: Yeah, of course anything.
BOY: You can’t ever tell anyone alright?
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GIRL: Of course. We may not have much left between us, but we should still have some trust.
BOY: I remember.
GIRL: What?
BOY: I remember. I. I was there, during the… incident.
THE OWNER becomes visible and starts to loom larger and larger over them
GIRL: There was no incident.
THE CROWD: There was no incident.
BOY: I know. I know. I sometimes really think it never happened too. But I’m telling you, I
was there, I remember. I touched that girl. I touched her body, and I touched her blood, and I
know that it really happened, and I know I was there, and you were there. And it was fucked up.
And I’m sorry.
GIRL: Look, I don’t know what you think you remember… But you need some help. I think
maybe you should see a doctor or something. I heard there’s a psychiatrist around here
sometimes. Tell him about these weird ass dreams you’ve been having. And see if he could help
you out.
BOY: Dreams?
GIRL: What?
BOY: Dreams?
GIRL: Yeah?
BOY: You said dreams. Plural. I just had the one.
GIRL: Oh honey. Seriously, you need some help.
BOY: What? I.
GIRL: You just sat here and told me about all these end of the world, dead dad, burglars coming
in to watch you stuff, and ended with this weird DUI thing. Then you started talking about some
incident that never even happened. I think you may be losing your mind.
BOY: No. Wait. That was you. I.
GIRL: Are you ok?
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BOY: Am I dreaming now?
GIRL: Maybe you should lie down.
BOY: I thought I was already lying down
CROWD: and dreaming this.
THE SCIENTIST: Did you like your parents when you were growing up?
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Well, I mean does anybody like their parents?
CROWD MEMBER1: No
CROWD MEMBER2: No
CROWD MEMBER3: Yes
THE HERO: Wake Up!
The woman with the blindfold rings her bell
THE OWNER: So’s the point to all this here nuisance is, well Iphigeneia, I’m sorry honey but
you gotta die.
THE CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this
THE OWNER: Well now, hon, don’t be scared there. We all gotta make sacrifices.
THE HARBINGER: Horror! Harder!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Yes!
THE OWNER: And yours is just one of em.
The man with the blindfold rings his bell
BOY: What the fuck is happening to me?
THE AUTHORITIES: What happened!
THE HERO: Wake up!
AUTHORITY1: If you feel you need to urinate
AUTHORITY2: If you feel you need to defecate
AUTHORITY3: If you feel you need to sleep
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AUTHORITY1: If you feel that you need water
AUTHORITY2: Or food
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will not leave your square
THE CROWD: You will not leave your square!
THE HARBINGER: Horror! Harder!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Yes!
THE HERO: Wake up.
GIRL: Nothing happened.
COUNTERMAN1: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN2: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN3: Nothing happened
The man with the blindfold rings his bell
THE OWNER: There was no incident
ALL AUTHORITIES: Do you understand?
THE HARBINGER: Horror! Harder! Almost There! The end is near!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Yes.
BOY: Oh god. Stop. Stop. What happened?
THE AUTHORITIES: What happened?
THE CROWD: What happened?
THE HERO: Wake up?
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Scene	
  VIII	
  (Cur	
  ante	
  tubam	
  tremor	
  occupat	
  artus?)	
  
THE POET: much more timidly now
I suppose I should start avoiding you.
My mother said I do everything as a girl lost,
The gutters are full of you
Cigarette wrappers, bubble gum
-bright blue, tin can lids brusquely
severed. I'm not too proud to say
I still ache when you tug at me (not severed).
My leg rises suddenly in the company of friends
left staring at my knee-jerk reaction to you,
to the twitching of your fingers
a hundred to two miles away.
CROWDMEMBER1: Did you hear about what didn’t happen?
CROWDMEMBER2: The incident that never occurred?
CROWDMEMBER3: I heard some boy made it all up to try to get attention.
CROWDMEMBER4: Some boy made it up? Some boy made it up.
CROWDMEMBER5: I heard it was members of a horror organization.
CROWDMEMBER6: Members? Yeah. No one can say because if we knew anything..
CROWDMEMBER7: We wouldn’t be safe.
CROWDMEMBER1: Horror? Horror.
CROWDMEMBER2: Horror? Horror.
CROWDMEMBER3: Horror!
ALL CROWD: HORROR.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: An intense, painful feeling of repugnance and fear.
CROWDMEMBER4: Whatever did happen to that girl though?
CROWDMEMBER5: The girl. What girl?
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CROWDMEMBER6: I don’t remember a girl. Working here?
CROWDMEMBER7: Oh I remember girls. But not that one.
COFFEEMAKER1: There was no girl.
COFFEEMAKER2: There was no girl.
COFFEEMAKER3: There was no girl.
CROWDMEMBER1: Where did all this blood come from?
CROWDMEMBER2: Yeah, what is all this?
CROWDMEMBER3: Blood? What blood?
CROWDMEMBER4: What blood? Where?
COFFEEMAKER1: There is no blood.
COFFEMAKER2: There is no blood.
COFFEMAKER3: There is no blood.
CROWDMEMBER5: What if it did really happen?
ALL CROWD: What if it did happen?
COUNTERMAN1: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN3: Nothing happened
COUNTERMAN3: Nothing happened
Man with blindfold rings bell
THE OWNER: There was no incident.
CROWDMEMBER1: I bet if it did happen, The Owner was just watching out for us
CROWDMEMBER2: I bet he was just trying to keep the coffee safe
CROWDMEMBER3: Maybe the prices will be lower now
CROWDMEMBER4: Maybe things will be better for all of us now
CROWDMEMBER5: I wonder if the coffee’s any better?
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CROWDMEMBER6: It can’t be worse than that poison the other places sell
CROWDMEMBER7: One thing’s for sure, it had to be done.
The woman with the blindfold rings her bell and THE OWNER steps forward.
THE OWNER: Ha. Alright. Alright, now people. People, I want ya’ll all to listen up and
understand me. And understand me good, ya hear? I know there’s a. A lota talk these days. A
lota blow hard artists got something fancy to say. But I. I wanna assure ya. That, there’s
nothing to worry about. Nothin happened here, now, or before, or ever. You understand? I. I
also wanna point out, at this time, that, that, well, ha. Anythin you think happened, or is talkin
about that happened. Nothin happened. Alright? There was no incident and nothing happened.
THE COFFEEMEN: Nothing happened.
THE OWNER: Right. So with all a that bein said. I just wanna make sure everyone remembers
The Rules here. Alright? The rules say, clear as day, that.
That it’s against the rules, to question. To question anything The Corporation says, or anything I
say, or anything The Corporation does. Or anything I does. Do. Now you go on now. And just
keep that in mind.
THE CROWD: THE RULES THE RULES! We love the rules!
THE OWNER: So, I’m here tellin you all now. That. That nothing happened. And there’s no
need to talk about it. Cause, well, cause that there’d be against The Rules.
THE CROWD: The Rules. The Rules.
THE OWNER: And, well, ha. I know there’s a lot a curiousity out there, as to how all this hub
bub is gonna affect your lives and this great business. Well, I’m here to assure ya, that nothin’s
changin. The Corporation’s just a little safer of a place. That’s all. I do. I do need to regret to
inform ya that, ha. We, here at the corporation are just gonna have to raise the prices of this here
coffee we all love. Just a little bit now. Just a little. I assure ya though. That this is just
because. We gotta go to some greater lengths now, in makin sure we keep ya’ll safe and free.
And we. We keep this coffee safe and free. Ya understand?
CROWDMEMBER1: Wait
CROWDMEMBER2: What?
CROWDMEMBER3: I thought that was the point of all the killing
CROWDMEMBER4: I can’t afford that.
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CROWDMEMBER5: Me neither, but I can’t live without coffee?
CROWDMEMBER6: How am I supposed to make it into work without coffee?
THE OWNER: Well. Now. bear with us here. Alright? We’re. We’re just struggling to make
this coffee the best it can be. And make this place the best it can be. Ya know what I’m trying
to say?
CROWDMEMBER7:No.
THE OWNER: I’m trying to say that. Well. Ha. Um. This time’s all about sacrifices. And,
well, ha. We all gotta make em. That’s for sure. That, throughout these next few years, yeah I
mean, you should all probly expect coffee prices to go up a bit. But. A lot a that’s due to all
these people who don’t abide by the rules. I mean that there costs money to take care a all a
them. And then, there’s those people comin in here off the streets, who just expect to get served,
and well, it costs money to keep them out too.
COFFEMAKER1: Money
COFFEEMAKER2: Money
COFFEEMAKER3: Money
THE OWNER. And uh. I just wanna assure ya, The Scientist is workin right now, to be able to
bring ya more efficient, cheaper coffee, and that’s a dream that I think we can all get behind and
believe in. And well. Times are tough right now. For all of us. Now there’s no since in dwellin
on whatchoo can’t do nothing about there, so I know there’s some coffee here that’ll make your
tongue wanna slap your brains out. So just come on in, and enjoy.
CROWDMEMBER1: Those other people don’t belong here
CROWDMEMBER2: Those other people are making it more expensive
CROWDMEMBER3: Those other people fill me with horror
ALL CROWD: Horror Horror Horror
CROWDMEMBER4: Why would someone be so evil?
CROWDMEMBER5: Why would someone want to hurt us?
CROWDMEMBER6: Why would someone break the rules?
CROWDMEMBER7: Why would someone make it cost so much more money?
COFFEEMAKERS: Money Money Money.
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CROWDMEMBER1: I don’t have enough money as it is.
CROWDMEMBER2: Times don’t seem so bad for The Corporation
CROWDMEMBER3: Yeah. And all the people that work there.
CROWDMEMBER4: They’ve got all kinds of fancy shit.
CROWDMEMBER5: And you know what else? I know what happened.
CROWDMEMBER6: I was there
CROWDMEMBER7: We were all there.
ALL CROWD: We all know what happened.
AUTHORITY1: It is against the rules
ALL CROWD: We hate the rules!
COFFEMAKER1: For you to question
AUTHORITY2: It is against the rules
ALL CROWD: Fuck the rules!
COFFEMAKER2: For you to dissent
AUTHORITY3: It is against the rules
ALL CROWD: We hate the rules!
COFFEEMAKER3: For you to be here
AUTHORITY1: It is against the rules
ALL CROWD: Fuck the rules!
COFFEMAKER1: For you to accuse The Corporation
ALL AUTHORITIES: The Corporation made The Rules
ALL CROWD: WE HATE YOUR RULES! FUCK YOUR RULES!
THE SCIENTIST: Now…
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Buy. Buy. Buy. Buy.
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ALL CROWD: No. No. No. No.
AUTHORITY1: People are dying to protect your rights
ALL CROWD: What rights?
AUTHORITY2: To protect your freedoms
ALL CROWD: What freedoms?
AUTHORITY3: To protect this coffee
ALL CROWD: Why do we need coffee?
ALL AUTHORITIES: To protect The Corporation
THE HERO: From who?
ALL CROWD: Why do we need the corporation?
AUTHORITY1: If you disobey the rules
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: if you refuse to let Adam fuck you
AUTHORITY2: If you do not support The Corporation
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: If you don’t want to listen to that angel whispering in your
ear.
AUTHORITY3: Then you are against all that we stand for
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: If you don’t want to open the basket and look for your
dreams.
ALL AUTHORITIES: And you are against US!
HARBINGER: The end is near. An intense, painful feeling of repugnance and fear. The end is
near. An intense painful feeling of repugnance and fear.
ALL AUTHORITIES: And you will be punished.
Woman with blindfold rings bell
THE OWNER: You will be punished!
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SCENE	
  IX	
  (actum	
  est	
  de	
  re	
  publica)	
  
The authorities and coffeemakers start to beat the crowd members violently, and take them away
one by one. Each is wrapped in the flag of The Corporation, separated, and tied up, behind a
rectangular marking drawn in chalk on the ground.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Our father,
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: Buy. Buy. Buy. Buy.
THE AUTHORITIES: Spend. Spend. Spend. Spend.
ALL CROWD: No! No! No! NO!
AUTHORITY1: You will obey.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE HERO: Now is the time!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Who art in heaven,
AUTHORITY2: You will not question.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE HERO: Do something!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Hallowed by thy name
AUTHORITY3: You will spend all your money
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE HERO: Stop sitting there quietly!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: From kingdom come
THE OWNER: You will not think about what is going on around you.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE HERO: You can change all this!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Thy will be done,
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will not move!
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ALL COFFEMAKERS: You cannot change anything!
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
The man with the blindfold rings his bell
THE OWNER: You will listen to me!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: On earth
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
ALL AUTHORITIES: You will believe everything we tell you!
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: As it is in heaven
ALL COFFEEMAKERS: You will buy everything we sell you!
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Buy. Buy. Buy. Buy.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Give us this day
CROWDMEMBER1: How much longer?
CROWDMEMBER2: This isn’t a dream, is it?
CROWDMEMBER3: Why don’t I ever do something?
ALL AUTHORITIES: Obey. Obey. Obey. Obey.
HERO: Wake up!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Our daily bread
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
ALL COFFEMAKERS: Buy. Buy. Buy. Buy.
THE SECRET ARTIST: Have your voice heard.
HERO: Do something!
TEENAGER: Turn off the TV.
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THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: Don’t sit idly by.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And forgive us our trespasses,
THE HARBINGER: The end is now. The end is now. The end is now.
THE OWNER: Listen to what I’m telling you! Believe what I’m telling you!
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
ALL AUTHORITIES: Obey. Obey. Obey. Obey.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: As we forgive those,
THE RICH FOREIGN DOCTOR: We are not all so different.
THE CLOWN: You can have the best of both worlds.
THE TIRED OLD INTELLECTUAL: You can live your dreams.
THE COFFEEMAKERS: Buy. Buy. Buy. Buy.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Who trespass against us,
ANGRY GIRL: We don’t have to put up with this shit!
THE HOMOSEXUAL: We’re not the ones who should have to change!
GIRL: This really is happening.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: and lead us not
THE HARBINGER: The end is now. The end is now. The end is now.
THE HERO: Break the glass! Break The Rules!
ALL CROWD: We made The Rules! We made The Corporation!
ALL AUTHORITIES: Obey. Obey. Obey. Obey.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Into temptation,
THE OWNER: Listen to what I’m telling you! Believe what I’m telling you!
ALL CROWD: We can change The Rules! We can change The Corporation!
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THE PREIST: Don’t wait for God or anyone else to save you! Save yourself!
THE PSYCHOLOGIST: Look around you. Don’t end up alone.
ALL CROWD: No one is alone. No one is alone. No one is alone.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: But deliver us Lord
THE HARBINGER: The end is now. The end is now. The end is now.
COFFEEMAKER1: Buy
AUTHORITY3: Obey
COFFEEMAKER2: Buy
AUTHORITY1: Obey
COFFEMAKER3: Buy
AUTHORITY2: Obey
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: From evil
THE OWNER: Now, listen. We all gotta make sacrifices. And yours is just one of em.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE HERO: Wake up!
THE OWNER: This is the way it’s always been.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Now
THE HERO: Wake up!
THE OWNER: And there’s nothing you can do to change that.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE HERO: Wake up!
THE OWNER: I know times seem bad right now.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
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THE HERO: Wake up!
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: And at the hour of
THE OWNER: But there were millions a people that came before you
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE HERO: Wake up!
THE OWNER: And millions that are gonna come after you.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Our death.
THE OWNER: Nothing you can do to change that.
ALL CROWD: We can’t keep going on like this!
THE OWNER: This is just the way things are.
THE GIRL IN RED AND BLACK: Amen.
ALL AUTHORITIES: Amen.
THE HERO: Wake up!
Flash. Blackout. Light.
IPHIGENIEA: What am I doing here?
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